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Preface

Sustainable developmentcan be defined as living, producing and consuming in a
manner that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of fu-
ture generations to meet their own needs. It has become a key guiding principle for
policy in the21st century. Worldwide, politicians, industrialists, environmentalists,
economists and theologians affirm that the principle must be applied at interna-
tional, national and local level.

The concept of sustainable development became widely accepted following the
report of the World Commission on Environment and Development (1987). The
Commission was set up by the United Nations because the scale and the uneven-
ness of economic development and population growth were, and still are, placing
unprecedented pressures on our planet’s lands, waters and other natural resources.
Some of this pressures are severe enough to threaten the very survival of some
regional populations and, in the longer term, to lead to global catastrophes.

Changes in lifestyle, especially regarding production and consumption, will
eventually be forced on populations by ecological and economic pressures. Nev-
ertheless, the economic and social pain of such changes can be eased by foresight
planning and political will.

World energy use increased more than tenfold over the20st century. In the21st

century, further increases in world energy consumption can be expected, much for
rising industrialization and demand in previously less developed countries.

Fossil fuels are not being newly formed at any significant rate, and thus present
stocks are ultimately finite. The dominant fossil fuel type by mass is coal, with
oil and gas much less. The reserve lifetime of a resource may be defined as the
known accessible amount divided by the rate of present use. By this definition, the
lifetime of oil and gas resources is usually only a few decades; whereas lifetime for
coal is few centuries. This means that the present patterns of energy consumption
and growth are not sustainable in the longer term.

Moreover, economics predict that as the lifetime of a fuel reserve shortens, so
the fuel price increases; consequently demand for that fuel reduces and previously
more expensive sources and alternatives enter the market.

An other limitation to the fossil fuel use (and indeed nuclear power) are emis-
sions. Increasing concentration ofCO2 in the Atmosphere is such an example.CO2
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vi Preface

emissions from the combustion of fossil fuels have significantly raised the con-
centration ofCO2 in the Atmosphere. The balance of scientific opinion is that if
this continues, it will enhance the greenhouse effect and lead to significant climate
change within a century or less.

Therefore for these reasons it is essential to expand renewable energy supplies
and to use energy more efficiently because they are much more compatible with
sustainable development than are fossil and nuclear fuels, in regard to both re-
source limitations and environmental impacts. Such conclusions are supported in
economics if the full external costs of both obtaining the fuels and paying for the
damage from emissions are internalized in the price. Such fundamental analysis
may conclude that renewable energy and the efficient use of energy are cheaper for
society than the traditional use of fossil and nuclear fuels1.

Of the same opinion is the European Union: 9 March 2007 was a momentous
day for renewable energy in the EU (and arguably in the world). The EU says it
will source 20% of its overall energy needs from renewable sources by 20202.

1Twidell J. and Weir T.:Renewable energy resources, Taylor and Francis, 2006, pages 2-4
220% by 2020: the way forward, Refocus, Elsevier, March/April 2007
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Introduction

The subject of this work is a power electronic device, hereafter named photovoltaic
field simulator, which converts the grid voltage into a current voltage characteristic.
This characteristic replicates the behavior of a real photovoltaic field working in
arbitrary conditions of irradiance and temperature.

The photovoltaic field simulator will comprise an electronic power converter
and a personal computer implemented real time control system.

The photovoltaic field simulator will be used for photovoltaic module parame-
ters design with particular reference to its behavior when inserted in a photovoltaic
field operating in shaded conditions. The work will also show why thin-film tech-
nologies lead to more problems in a photovoltaic system working under shaded
conditions.

The photovoltaic field simulator will also be used for testing power condition-
ing units3.

After building, the photovoltaic field simulator will be connected to the exper-
imental photovoltaic plant which will be installed on the roof top of the Materials
and Natural Resources Department of Trieste University (hereafter called Univer-
sity of Trieste plant).

The work is divided into five chapters. In the first a brief description of photo-
voltaic technology is given.

Chapter two is on classic solar cell modelling basics and on the definition of
the parameters of photovoltaic technology. This chapter also gives a brief materials
and technologies overview.

The third chapter briefly describes photovoltaic grid connected system com-
ponents. In particular a new model for plotting photovoltaic current voltage and
power voltage characteristics is provided. The method is original because only
module data sheet parameters are used and experimental measurements are not
needed. The model is then developed to describe series and parallel connected
modules behavior. Finally, two different photovoltaic plant electrical architectures
are described: centralized and string. The chapter gives the fundamental elements

3A power conditioning unit converts the direct voltage produced by photovoltaic technology into
an alternate sinusoidal 50Hz voltage
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2 Introduction

for simulator design.
In chapter four the Balance of a photovoltaic System (BOS) is calculated. In

particular the importance of the mismatching effect of photovoltaic modules due to
shaded conditions is shown.

The last chapter is on simulator description and its applications.
Several of the examples reported refer to the University of Trieste plant whose

design was a part of my doctoral work.
This doctoral work is related to one of two activated research lines on photo-

voltaic technology.
The first regards photovoltaic materials. In particular cadmium telluride thin-

film solar cell and quantum dots based intermediate bandgap devices are being
developed.

The second research line regards a Laboratory arrangement. The Laboratory
will provide instrumentation for photovoltaic cells, modules and systems charac-
terization and check. Tests will be performed both in standard ways and by using
ad hoc developed methods (i.e. using the photovoltaic field simulator).



Chapter 1

Photovoltaic technology

Currently, industrial countries generate most of their electricity in large centralized
facilities, such as coal power plants, nuclear reactors, hydropower or gas powered
plant. These plants have excellent economies of scale, but usually transmit elec-
tricity long distances. Coal plants do so to prevent pollution of the cities. Nuclear
reactors are thought too unsafe to be in a city. Dam sites are often both unsafe, and
intentionally far from cities. The coal and nuclear plants are often considered too
far away for their waste heat to be used for heating buildings.

Low pollution is a crucial advantage of combined cycle plants that burn natural
gas. The low pollution permits the plants to be near enough to a city to be used for
district heating and cooling.

Distributed generation is another approach. It reduces the amount of energy
lost in transmitting electricity because the electricity is generated very near where
it is used, perhaps even in the same building. This also reduces the size and number
of power lines that must be constructed. Typical distributed power sources have
low maintenance, low pollution and high efficiencies [1].

Typically distributed generators use renewable sources of energy as solar radi-
ation, hydro-power, wind power, biomass, geothermal, etc.

1.1 State of the art

Approximately1GWp (for the definition of ”Wp” see section 2.1.2) of photovoltaic
capacity was installed during 2006 in the countries affiliated to IEA1. This is an
increase of 36% over the previous year. Most of this increase (82%) was installed
in Germany and Japan. Figure 1.1 [2] shows the cumulative growth in photovoltaic
capacity since 1992 within the two primary applications for photovoltaic: grid con-
nected and off grid plants (ref. section 3.2). Particularly with the recent levels of

1International Energy Agency
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4 A hardware field simulator for photovoltaic materials applications

growth seen in IEA member countries, the installed capacity reported represents a
significant proportion of worldwide photovoltaic capacity.

Figure 1.1:Overall installed photovoltaic power in the IEA countries

Figure 1.2 [2] shows the cumulative growth in photovoltaic capacity in Italy. If
we compare figures 1.1 and 1.2 we can see that the Italian market started to grow
exponentially ten years later than the world market. This was because the feed-
in tariff mechanism, which is, and has been, the driver of worldwide photovoltaic
growth, was introduced in Italy only in 2005 while in Germany and Japan started
already in the 1990s.

1.2 Advantages of photovoltaic technology

The recent interest worldwide in photovoltaic technology has been driven by the
following reasons:

1. the fuel source is vast and infinite

2. the technology has near-to-zero operating costs

3. the technology is reliable (plants installed at the end of 1970s are still work-
ing today)

4. photovoltaic plants are quick to install
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Figure 1.2:Overall installed photovoltaic power in Italy

5. any emission is related to photovoltaic plant operations

6. photovoltaic plants don’t have no moving part

7. photovoltaic plants operate at ambient temperature which means no high
temperature corrosion or safety issues

8. the technology is modular

9. photovoltaic modules can be integrated into new or existing structures and
buildings

10. the technology has an excellent safety record

11. photovoltaic plants are widely accepted by the general public

12. photovoltaic plants can be used at nearly any point of use

13. photovoltaic plants daily output peak may match local demand

1.3 Italian subsidies

As reported in section 1.1, the world wide photovoltaic technology exponential
growth has been driven the feed-in tariff mechanism.
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At last we are at a turning point. After too many years of photovoltaic financ-
ing through rebate programs, promoted by Regions and by the Ministry of Envi-
ronment, the Italian feed-in tariff was signed on July 2005 by the Italian Ministry
of Industry [3]. The result has been the enormous increase in installed power seen
during year 2007 and shown in figure 1.2.

The Italian feed-in tariff mechanism is split into two different categories of pho-
tovoltaic plants: plants for which it is allowed to use the net meetering mechanism
and plants for which is not. Figure 1.3 shows the feed-in tariff mechanism when
the net meetering is allowed. In this case the costumer has the possibility to use the
electrical grid as an ideal battery: when the production exceeds the electrical loads
consumption the excess energy is delivered to the grid while when the sun is not
shining the energy is provided by the grid. A first electricity meterC1 measures the
energy produced by the photovoltaic plant while a second electricity meterC2 mea-
sures the difference between the energy delivered and the energy absorbed from the
grid so that the costumer pays only for the kWhs exceeding the photovoltaic pro-
duction. If the costumer consumes all the annual energy produced, the year cash
flow is:

CF = C1× (α+β) (1.1)

whereC1 is the photovoltaic plant year production,α is a refund which the
Italian government gives to the photovoltaic plant owner for any produced kWh
andβ is the kWh cost for the costumer (an average value is 0.15e). The value ofα
[e/kWh] depends on the photovoltaic plant size and on its architecture integration
level as described in table 1.1 [4]. The refundα is given to the photovoltaic plant
owner for 20 years of plant operations.

Rated power [kWp] Not integrated Partial integrated Integrated
1-3 0.40 0.44 0.49
3-20 0.38 0.42 0.46
>20 0.36 0.40 0.44

Table 1.1: Italian incentives for grid connected plants

Figure 1.4 shows the feed-in tariff mechanism when the net meetering is not
allowed. In this case there are two connections with the utility grid: one connection
powers the electrical loads and the second is dedicated to the photovoltaic plant. In
this case the annual cash flow is:

CF = C2× (α+ γ) (1.2)

whereC2 is the photovoltaic plant year production andγ is the sale tariff which
depends on the market (an average value is 0.08e).
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Figure 1.3:Feed-in tariff mechanism: net meetering allowed

Figure 1.4:Feed-in tariff mechanism: net meetering not allowed

Tables 1.2 and 1.3 [5] show the situation in the Italian photovoltaic market on
March31st 2006. Table 1.2 shows that the most popular size plants (99% of them)
are smaller than 50kWp while table 1.3 indicates that most of the cumulative power
is concentrated in medium size plants (20-50kWp).
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Rated power [kWp] Number of plants [%]
1-20 7176 58
20-50 5105 41
>50 152 1
Total 12433 100

Table 1.2: Number of required photovoltaic plant installations

Rated power [kWp] Cumulative power [MWp] [%]
1-20 51.4 13
20-50 237.2 61
>50 99.1 26
Total 387.7 100

Table 1.3: Required photovoltaic plant installations: cumulative power

1.4 Economic analysis

The purchase of a photovoltaic system represents an expenditure of capital re-
sources at a given time with the expectation of benefits in the form of electric
energy delivered over the technical life of the system. Thus the operation of a
photovoltaic system involves a stream of cash flow over some years, and economic
assessment requires a proper measurement of both outflows, as the purchase cost
and maintenance costs, and inflows, as the value of electricity produced and/or the
value of savings (cheaper bill) due to the local consumption of the energy produced
by the photovoltaic plant [6].

As an example consider a 20kWp integrated photovoltaic plant built in Rome.
We want to calculate the investment payback period and its economic productivity
under feed-in tariff when net meetering is allowed.

It is possible to calculate the above values by applying a cash flow analysis to
the photovoltaic system:

NPV =−I0 +CF×
n

∑
i=1

1
(1+d)i −

n

∑
i=1

MCi (1.3)

whereNPV is the investment net present value,I0 is the initial investment,CF
is the annual cash flow,d is the discount factor,MC is the annual maintenance
cost andn is the investment lifetime. The investment lifetime for feed-in tariff
incentivate photovoltaic plants is 20 years. It is important to note that the plant
lifetime will be longer than 20 years: typical lifetime for this type of plants is more
than 30 years. If a photovoltaic plant averaged cost of 6.500,00e/kWp is assumed,
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the example initial investment isI0 = 130.000,00e. For equation 1.1, the annual
cash flow CF [e] is given by:

CF = 20×1.450× (0,46+0,15) = 17.690,00 (1.4)

where 1.450 is the productivity (ref. section 4.1.1) of a 1kWp photovoltaic plant
built in Rome (latitude 41.9◦) having a South exposition and an inclination of the
photovoltaic modules of 30◦; the assumed reflectivity is 22% (concrete blocks)
while a 80% of Balance Of System has been assumed (ref. section 4.1). The
discount factor is:

d = r− f − t = 5−2−2 = 1% (1.5)

wherer is the interest rate,f the inflation rate andt the drift rate of the energy
cost compared to inflation. The annual maintenance cost has been calculated as the
0.3% of the photovoltaic plant cost.

From figure 1.5, which shows the cash analysis result, there is a payback period
of eight years and three mounts.

Figure 1.5:Cash flow analysis: photovoltaic plant built in Rome

The investment productivity is given by:

IP =
NPV+ I0

n× I0
= 12% (1.6)

The cash analysis shown above proves that the introduction of the feed-in tar-
iff mechanism in Italy makes photovoltaic plant investments not only possible but
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also a really good long term investment. It is in fact not easy (well nigh impossi-
ble) to find a long term investment which is as certain as this and has such a high
productivity. For this reason it seems possible to have even a bigger rate of growth
compared to Germany in forthcoming years for solar technology in Italy. Consider
in fact a plant built in Freiburg (which is called the sun city because of its many
photovoltaic plants and industries): at this latitude (48◦), the plant productivity is
1000kWh/year [7] corresponding to the cash flow analysis shown in figure 1.6. The
results are: a time back period of 11.5 years and a investment productivity of 8.3%.
Even if these figures are significantly less interesting for investors, the German
photovoltaic market is today driving the worldwide market.

Figure 1.6:Cash flow analysis: photovoltaic plant built in Freiburg
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Chapter 2

Fundamentals and technologies

Introduction

Photovoltaic is the technology that generates Direct Current (DC) from semicon-
ductors when they are illuminated by photons. As long as light is shining on the
solar cell, while it is connected to a load, it generates electrical power. When the
light stops, the electricity stops.

Solar cells are made of semiconductors materials. In a semiconductor the elec-
trons occupying the valence band are weakly bonded. When an energy exceeding
the band gap of the materials is applied to a valance electron, the bonds are broken
and the electron is free to move in the conduction band. The energy can be supplied
to the electron by photons, particles of light.

Figure 2.1 [1] shows the outline of a solar cell. When the cell is exposed to
sunlight, photons hit valence electrons, breaking the bonds and pumping them to the
conduction band. An external contact that collects the conduction band electrons
drives these electrons to the external circuit. The electrons lose their energy by
doing work in the external circuit and they are restored to the solar cell via a second
contact, which returns them to the valence band with the same energy that they
started with.

In reality a solar cell is simply a diode that has bees carefully designed and con-
structed to efficiently absorb and convert light energy from the sun into electrical
energy [1]. A simple conventional solar cell is shown in the figure 2.2 [1]. Solar
light falls from above to the front of the solar cell. A metallic grid forms one of the
electrical contacts of the diode and allows the light to fall on the material between
the grid lines and thus be absorbed and converted into electrical energy. An antire-
flective layer between the grid lines increases the amount of light transmitted to the
semiconductor.

The diode is made when an n-type and an p-type semiconductor are put together
to form a metallurgic junction. The other electrical contact of the diode is formed

13
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Figure 2.1:Outline of a solar cell

by a metallic layer on the back of the solar cell.
When photons carried by sunlight have a sufficient energy, greater than the

material band gap, they can create an electron-hole couple. The energy carried by
the photons is expressed by:

Eλ =
hc
λ

(2.1)

whereλ is the wavelength,h is Plank’s constant andc the speed of light.
Thus, the spectral nature of sunlight is a key in the design of solar cells.

2.1 Fundamentals of a solar cell

The basiccurrent voltage (I-V) characteristicof a solar cell can be found by solving
the minority-carrier diffusion equation with appropriate boundary conditions [1].
The result is:

I = Isc− Io1(eqV/kT−1)− Io2(eqV/2kT−1) (2.2)

whereIsc is the short circuit current,Io1 is the dark saturation current due to
the recombination in the quasi-neutral regions,Io2 is the dark saturation current
due to the recombination in the space-charge regions,q is the electron charge,k is
Boltzmann’s constant andT is the cell temperature.
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Figure 2.2:Conventional solar cell

The short circuit current and the dark saturation currents depend on the solar
cell structure, materials properties and on operating conditions.

Equation 2.2 describes the simple solar cell circuit shown in figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3:Simple solar cell circuit model

The I-V characteristic of this simple model is shown in figure 2.4 whereIo2 has
been neglected (a reasonable assumption for a good silicon solar cell).

Picture 2.4 shows three important figures of a solar cell: the solar cellshort cir-
cuit currentIsc, the solar cellopen circuit voltageVoc and the solar cellmaximum
power operating pointPmp. Of particular interest isPmp: at this operating point
the power produced is the maximum deliverable to the load. This point is charac-
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Figure 2.4:Simple solar cell I-V characteristic

terized by themaximum power point voltageV = Vmp and by themaximum power
point currentI = Imp. As shown in figure 2.4, the maximum power point defines a
rectangle whose area is the largest rectangle for any point on the I-V curve.

Another important figure is the solar cellfill factor (always less than 1), the
measure of the squareness of the current voltage characteristic, which is defined as:

FF =
Vmp× Imp

Voc× Isc
(2.3)

Finally, it is fundamental to consider the solar cellefficiencywhich is defined
by:

η =
Pmp

Pin
(2.4)

By multiplying equation 2.2 by the voltage V apower voltage characteristic
(P-V)can be obtained. A solar cell P-V characteristic is shown in figure 2.5.

In figure 2.5 the maximum power operating pointPmp and the correspondent
maximum power point voltageVmp are shown.

2.1.1 Parasitic resistance effect

Equation 2.2 neglects the parasitic series and shunt resistances typically associated
with real solar cells. Equation 2.5 [1] takes into account this two resistances:

I = Isc− Io1(eq(V+IRs)/kT−1)− Io2(eq(V+IRs)/2kT−1)−V + IRs

Rsh
(2.5)
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Figure 2.5:Solar cell P-V characteristic

whereIsc is the short circuit current when there is no parasitic resistance,Rs

is the series resistance andRsh is the shunt resistance. From equation 2.5, the se-
ries resistance reduces the solar cell short circuit current while the shunt resistance
reduces the open circuit voltage.

Equation 2.5 describes the circuit shown in figure 2.6. Figures 2.7 and 2.8 [1]
show the influence of the parasitic resistances.

Figure 2.6:Solar cell circuit including parasitic resistances

It is convenient re-write equation 2.5 as:

I = Isc− Io(eq(V+IRs)/AkT−1)−V + IRs

Rsh
(2.6)

whereA is the diode ideality factor: typically values are between 1 and 2.
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Figure 2.7:Effect of series resistance

Figure 2.8:Effect of shunt resistance

2.1.2 Standard Test Conditions

Since the electrical characteristics of a solar cell depend on the working climate
conditions (solar cell temperature and irradiance), it is customary to estimate these
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under the so-calledStandard Test Conditions(STC):

1. irradiance:1000W/m2

2. solar spectrum: AM 1.5

3. cell temperature: 25◦C

The values of the solar cell short circuit current, the open circuit voltage, the
maximum power point current and the maximum power point voltage reported in a
solar cell data-sheet are always referred to STC.

The power produced by a photovoltaic cell under STC is known as solar cell
peak power[Wp].

2.1.3 Dependance on solar cell temperature

The principal effect of temperature on a solar cell comes from the temperature
dependance of the open circuit voltage which can be described by:

Voc(Tc,G) = Voc+w(Tc−25) (2.7)

whereTc is the operating cell temperature,G is the irradiance,Voc is the open
circuit voltage at STC, andw = dVoc/dT is the temperature coefficient. If an accu-
rate measured value ofw is not known, the following expression can be used:

w =
Voc−Eg0− γkBTc

Tc
(2.8)

whereEg0 [eV] is the material energy gap at 0K,kBTc [eV] is the thermal energy
andγ is a constant (set to three for silicon) [2].

The cell temperatureTc can be calculated as:

Tc = Ta +
NOCT−25

1000
G (2.9)

whereTa [◦] is the ambient temperature,NOCT [◦] is theNominal Operating
Cell TemperatureandG [W/m2] is the irradiance. IfNOCT is not known, a reason-
able value is 48◦C (silicon solar cell) [2].

Figure 2.9 shows the solar cell I-V characteristic dependance on temperature;
irradiance has been set to1000W/m2.

As shown in figure 2.9, an increase in solar cell temperature is met with a
decrease in solar cell open circuit voltage. On the other hand, a change in solar cell
temperature does not correspond to a appreciable change in solar cell short circuit
current.
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Figure 2.9:I-V solar cell characteristic: dependance on cell temperature

2.1.4 Dependance on irradiance

Figure 2.10 shows the solar cell I-V characteristic dependance on irradiance; cell
temperature has been set to 25◦C.
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Figure 2.10:I-V solar cell characteristic: dependance on irradiance
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As shown in figure 2.10, a decrease in irradiance is met with both a decrease in
solar cell open circuit voltage and short circuit current.

2.2 A technology overview

2.2.1 Introduction

Figure 2.11 (year 2003, dollars) [3] shows the efficiency-cost trade-off for the three
generations of solar cell technology: wafers, thin films and advanced thin-films.

Figure 2.11:Efficiency-cost trade-off for the three generation of solar cell technology

The first solar cell technology is based on silicon either single or multi crys-
talline wafers (hereafter c-Si). This technology started in the 1950s and was driven
forward by the progress in manufacturing of integrated circuit chips and by silicon
band gap, 1.1eV, which is almost optimum for a solar cell (ref. figure 2.12 [4]). The
principle characteristic for this type of solar cells is a huge use of active material
(as shown in figure 2.14 the thickness of a c-Si solar cell is hundreds ofµm) which
means there is little potential for cost reduction.

The second technology regards thin-film based solar cells which have been pro-
duced from the early 1980s. The principal characteristic of this generation is the
substantial reduction in materials cost (in this case the solar cell thickness is few
µm as indicated in figure 2.17). On the other hand, the efficiency of these solar
cells is lower than the first generation. This technology includes mainly amorphous
silicon (a-Si), copper indium diselenideCuInSe2(CIS), copper indium gallium dise-
lenideCu(InGa)Se2 (CIGS), copper indium gallium sulphur diselenideCuInGaSSe
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(CIGSS), and cadmium tellurideCdTe.
The third generation regards devices which are significantly more efficient than

the first generation. Moreover, the cost of this technology is again lower than the
first one. The technology mainly includes multi-junction cells, intermediate band
cells, organic cells, etc.

In short, the first generation has medium values of efficiency and high produc-
tion costs with few possibilities of reduction, the second generation offers lower
costs but poor values of efficiency while the third one is expected to be the leading
technology with great improvements in efficiency and in manufacturing costs.

The values of solar cell efficiency, open circuit voltages and short circuit cur-
rents are listed in table 2.1 [5]. The multi-junctionGaInP/GaAs/Ge space so-
lar cell is the best with an efficiency of 32%. This is followed by the thin-film
GaIAs/CISwith a 25.8% and the Si (crystalline) solar cell rated 24.7%.

Classification η [%] Voc [V] Isc [mA/cm2] FF [%]
Silicon
Si (crystalline) 24.7±0.5 0.706 42.2 82.8
Si (multicrystalline) 20.3±0.5 0.664 37.7 80.9
Si (amorphous) 9.5±0.3 0.859 17.5 63.0
III-V Cells
GaAs (crystalline) 25.1±0.8 1.022 28.2 87.1
GaAs (thin-film) 24.5±0.5 1.029 28.8 82.5
GaAs (multicrystalline) 18.2±0.5 0.994 23.0 79.7
Thin-film Chalcogenide
CIGS 18.4±0.5 0.669 35.7 77.0
CdTe 16.5±0.5 0.845 25.9 75.5
Photochemical
Dye sensitised 10.4±0.3 0.729 21.8 65.2
Organic
Organic Polymer 3.0±0.1 0.538 9.68 52.4
Multi-junction Devices
GaInP/GaAs/Ge 32.0±1.5 2.622 14.37 85.0
GaInP/GaAs 30.3 2.488 14.22 85.6
GaIAs/CIS (thin-film) 25.8±1.3

Table 2.1: Cells STC electrical data

Table 2.2 [5] reports photovoltaic module efficienciy, open circuit voltages and
short circuit currents.

Finally table 2.3 [6] gives the distribution of photovoltaic cell production by
technology in 2006: multi-crystalline Si (mc-Si), single-crystal Si (sc-Si), amor-
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Classification η [%] Voc [V] Isc [A] FF [%]
Si (crystalline) 22.7±0.6 5.6 3.93 80.3
Si (multicrystalline) 15.3±0.4 14.6 1.36 78.6
Si (thin-film) 8.2±0.2 25.0 0.318 68.0
CIGSS 13.4±0.7 31.2 2.16 68.9
CdTe 10.7±0.5 26.21 3.205 62.3

Table 2.2: Modules STC electrical data

Figure 2.12:Efficiency versus band gap for different materials

phous Si (a-Si), ribbon Si, CdTe and copper indium diselenide (CIS). The solar
cells market is covered for the 98.2% by Si technology.

Figure 2.13 [7] shows that the production of photovoltaic modules has been
every year less than the production capacity. This phenomena, which is due to the
problem of electronic grade feedstock supplying, added to the Si monopoly clearly
indicates the need to move away from the first generation of solar cells.

2.2.2 First generation

Of the more than1GWp of PV commercial shipments in 2004, a dominant 94%
were single-crystal, multicrystalline, ribbon, and sheet silicon [8]. In fact, the mar-
ket would have absorbed even more except that the supplies were limited due to
insufficient manufacturing capacities and supplies [9-10].

As mentioned in the introduction, c-Si technology is expensive because of the
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Technology Production [%]
mc-Si 52.3
sc-Si 38.3
a-Si 4.7

ribbon Si 2.9
CdTe 1.6
CIS 0.2

Table 2.3: Technology distribution of photovoltaic cell production

Figure 2.13:Technology photovoltaic module production between 1993 and 2006

large amount of material needed to built the solar cell. Furthemore, crystalline solar
cell efficiency, today at 24.7%, corresponds to the 85% of its reported theoretical
limit. This means there is little left in c-Si research.

On the other hand c-Si is today the most important solar technology for three
fundamental reasons:

1. only c-Si modules can satisfy many rooftop applications because of their high
efficiency value

2. the technology is stable

3. the technology is durable

The terrestrial commercial ”20% efficiency club” [4] is represented by the three
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solar cells shown in figures 2.14, 2.15 and 2.16 [4]. These are three different ap-
proaches that are leading toward the 20% c-Si module today.

Figure 2.14:Sanyo HIT crystalline Si solar cell

The solar modules used for the University of Trieste plant (ref. section 3.1.1)
are made of Sanyo HIT solar cells shown in figure 2.14. In this case a n-type
single-crystal wafer surrounded by ultra-thin a-Si:H films in a bifacial structure is
employed. The a-Si:H is an hydrogenated amorphous silicon where hydrogen plays
an important role in determining optoelectronic properties; in particular removes
defects and their states in the gap and also widens the gap.

Both front and back contacts are realized by using aTransparent Conductive
Oxide (TCO). Some examples of TCO materials are tantalum oxideTa2O5, zinc
oxide ZnO, indium oxideIn2O3 (ITO), cadmium stannateCd2SnO4 (CTO), zinc
stannateZn2SnO4 (ZTO), etc. All these materials must have high optical trans-
parency in the wavelength range 400 to 1000 nm, a good conductivity and the abil-
ity to form a good contact. This cell efficiency is 20.1% while module efficiency
exceeds 16%.

The BP Solar Saturn solar cell (shown in figure 2.15) peculiarity is the min-
imized front contact area by burying the contacts in laser-produced grooves that
lower the resistance through enhanced sidewall areas. The cell efficiency is in this
case 20.5%.

Finally the Sun Power A-300 solar cell (shown in figure 2.16) is engineered
to contact from the rear side with no light obscuration on the front surface. The
measured efficiency for this solar cell is 21.5%.

Tables 2.4 and 2.5 [4] show the cost and the energy breakdown structures for
c-Si technology. Module finishing includes encapsulation materials, glass, frame,
contacting/wiring, junction boxes, etc. A major consideration with the cost of pro-
ducing the c-Si cell is associated with producing the high-perfection wafer. For this
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Figure 2.15:BP Solar Saturn crystalline Si solar cell

Figure 2.16:Sun Power A-300 crystalline Si solar cell

reason casting of lower-purity feedstock materials has become the manufacturing
standard practice: in this case we refer to multicrystalline silicon (m-Si). This has
meant less energy costs but on the other hand the efficiency devices has decreased
(typical values for m-Si photovoltaic modules are 11-13%).
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Activity Energy required [%]
Silicon 59
Cell 22
Module finishing 18

Table 2.4: Energy breakdown structures for c-Si technology

Activity Cost [%]
Silicon 50
Cell 20
Module finishing 30

Table 2.5: Cost breakdown structures for c-Si technology

2.2.3 Second generation

Thin-film silicon solar cells

About 30 years ago, the first thin-film silicon solar cell based on hydrogenated
amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) was reported [29]. Thin-film silicon solar cells have a
smaller thickness compared to crystalline solar cells. This is a plus point because of
competition with the microelectronic market which has caused a dangerous silicon
shortage for the photovoltaic industry in the past and may cause greater problems
in the near future. Furthmore, the smaller thickness of this technology may poten-
tially bring about a reduction in the cost of solar cells and modules, lighter devices,
the opportunity for lower energy consumption during cell fabrication, and, finally,
make it easy to obtain flexible devices.

A further advantage of thin-film silicon solar cells, as no other thin-film ma-
terial, is that they are very effective in tandem and triple-junction solar cells (ref.
section 2.2.4) [24].

The larger band gap than crystalline silicon (1.7-1.9eV versus 1.1eV) means to
higher open circuit voltage and cell fill factor.

On the other hand, the high band gap associated with this technology means
lower photocurrent because of a limited absorption of the solar spectrum. More-
over, another important point to notice is that the light induced degradation of these
devices leads to a reduction in solar cells efficiency after a short period of operation.

The advantages discussed above make thin-film silicon solar cells very attrac-
tive for the future. Production in practice of solar cells with the above advantages
poses many challenges in both design and device fabrication [1].

As an example, a commercial a-Si:H solar cell is shown in figure 2.17 [4]. The
cell is based on the crystalline silicon on glass (CSG) technology [27-28]. The
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cross-section of the CSG solar cell shows that the substrate is textured glass with
a silicon nitride deposited surface layer. Over this surface three layers of different
doped a-Si:H have been deposited. A low-cost ”optically non-absorbing resin, elec-
trically insulating” is applied in two stages: the first producing the negative crater
contact regions, the second making the positive dimple contacts to the p-layer. Fi-
nally, aluminum is deposited over the entire surface. Prototype modules in the 8%
efficiency regime have been reached, and the expectation is to reach 10% making
this a viable commercial product [4].

Figure 2.17:Cross section of a thin-film Si solar cell crystalline silicon

Cadmium telluride

Since the 1960s,CdTehas been a candidate photovoltaic material first for space,
and now the leading terrestrial product [11]. This technology have been fabricated
by a variety of of potentially scalable and low-cost processes, including physical de-
position, spraying, screen printing/sintering and electrodeposition [12]. Cadmium
telluride and copper indium diselenide alloy thin-film photovoltaic modules are en-
tering the renewable energy marketplace in increasing volume, with more than a
dozen companies worldwide engaged in startup and manufacturing [13].

With reference to figure 2.18 [4], where a representative cross-section of the
device is shown with a corresponding SEM micrograph, the cadmium telluride so-
lar cell is fabricated in a superstrate configuration, rather than the more common
substrate configuration. This means that the glass is used as a substrate for the de-
position of all layers is the side exposed to the sun. The junction is made of the
couple cadmium sulfideCdS, which is n-doped, and the cadmium tellurideCdTe,
which is p-doped. The photons coming from the sun go through the glass, through
the coupleCd2SnO4/Zn2SnO4, through the thin layer of cadmium sulfide, and are
then absorbed in the cadmium telluride layer. This layer can be thin (from 3 to
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8 microns), because cadmium telluride has a direct band gap and therefore a high
absorption coefficient. This is the great advantage of using this technology instead
of the costumary silicon technology (silicon has poor absorption so that usually
more than 200 microns have to be used, with great cost and supply issues). More-
over, cadmium telluride has a really good band gap (1.5 eV). Maximum theoretical
efficiencies with cadmium telluride based devices is around 30%.

The coupleCd2SnO4/Zn2SnO4 makes the front contact layer while a metal,
which can be copper or gold, makes the back contact.

Figure 2.18:Cross sectional representation of a CdTe solar cell

Although there are concerns, perceptions and misconceptions about the envi-
ronmental, safety and health effects of theCd in this device, extensive studies indi-
cate that all safety issues can be handled with modest investment in cost, recycling
of the materials and modules and tracking of deployed product [14].

CIS, CIGS and CIGSS

Since the early 1970s,Cu(InGa)Se2 based solar cells have often been touted as
being among the most promising of solar cell technologies for cost-effective power
generation. This is partly due to the advantages of thin films for low-cost, high-rate
semiconductor deposition over large areas using layers only a few microns thick
and for fabrication of monolithically interconnected modules [1].

Perhaps more importantly, very high efficiencies for thin-film technologies have
been demonstrated withCu(InGa)Se2 at both the cell and the module levels. Fi-
nally differently from thin-film silicon solar cells,Cu(InGa)Se2 solar cells and
modules have shown excellent long-term stability in outdoor testing [15].
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Figure 2.19 [4] shows a CIGS solar cell cross sectional representation with a
SEM micrograph of the various layers.

In this case the back contact is obtained on a soda-lime glass substrate via
sputtering a molybdenum thin-film while the front contact is made of two thin-
film layers of aluminum and nichel. The absorber is represented by the copper
indium gallium diselenideCu(InGa)Se2 thin-film which is deposited (there are sev-
eral methods including chemical deposition, electro-chemical techniques, etc.) on
the top on theMo back electrode. The heterojunction is finally completed by a
chemical bath deposition of a cadmium sulfide CdS layer.

Figure 2.19:Cross sectional representation of a CIGS solar cell

Looking toward the materials demands for multi-megawatts of this technology,
current research has focused on reducing the thickness of the absorber from the
2.5µm regime to less than 1µm [34]. One objective is to reduce the amount ofIn
used - a material that has issues with availability, competition from the large and
growing flat-panel display industry, and recent price rises [4].

Dye-sensitized solar cells

The difference between this type of device and all the others reviewed in this work
is that in this case the materials used to make the photoelectric phenomena is not a
solid.

As shown in figure 2.20, where the Graetzel solar cell is represented, a TCO
glass is used as the substrate for a photoelectrode made ofTiO2 particles (size
is 250-300nm) which have a good chemical stability under visible irradiation in
solution.
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The light passing through the TCO film is absorbed by dye molecules which
are chemically bonded to the titanium oxide particles. When the light reaches the
dye, an electron is transferred to theTiO2 which carries it to the conducting glass;
at the same time an electron hole is transferred from the dye through the electrolyte
to the conducting glass electrode.

Figure 2.20:Dye-sensitized solar cell representation

This type of device has reached efficiency of 11% in its simple form [30], while
a 15% for a dual-junction dye cell has been reached [31].

There are two types of problem with this technology: first the material associ-
ated with the dye is expensive today and secondly there are some issues related to
the solid-liquid interface reliability in 30-year lifetimes.

Once the above problems have been solved, it seems that this technology could
have good market opportunities especially because of its manufacturing low cost
because there is no vacuum equipment involved.

2.2.4 Third generation

Multi-junction cells

This type of solar cells have been developed in 1980s and 1990s for the space
market which required a high power to weight ratio.

The most important factor which limits the photon to electron-hole couple con-
version is related to the amount of energy carried by the photon. When this energy
Eλ = hc/λ is greater than the material band gapEg, the excess energyEλ−Eg is
lost as heat. On the other hand when the photon energy is lower than the material
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band gap this energy is not converted into electrical energy because the photon is
not absorbed by the material.

Since the solar spectrum is broad (photons have energies in te range of about
0-4eV), the efficiency of a single-junction solar cell is significantly less than the
efficiency which it could have if it received a monochromatic light.

The solution to this problem is to divide the solar spectrum into different re-
gions and convert each energy with an appropriate cell (i.e. with the appropriate
band gap). This is the idea related to the multi-junction solar cells.

The values of theoretical efficiency for multi-junction cells (with two, three,
and thirty-six band gaps) have been calculated by Henry [16] and are shown in table
2.6. These efficiencies clearly indicate that if a substantial improvement using two
band gaps rather than one is achieved, the returns diminish when more band gaps
are added.

Number of band gaps Efficiency [%]
1 37
2 50
3 56
36 72

Table 2.6: Theoretical multi-junction solar cell efficiencies

Figure 2.21 shows two outline of different approaches to distribuite light to
solar cells having different band gaps. With reference to the left side of figure
2.21, a first way to perform the multi-junction approach is to use a prism which can
distribuite photons with different energies in different places where some solar cells
with different band gaps are located. This approach has some intrinsic optical and
mechanical problems so that commercial multi-junction solar cells are designed in
a different way.

The right side of figure 2.21, whereEg1 < Eg2 < Eg3, shows the customary way
to split the solar spectrum. In this case photons carrying an energy greater thanEg3

are absorbed by the first junction, photons whose energy is in the rangeEg3-Eg2

by the second, and, finally, the third junction converts into electrical energy the
photons which carry an energy betweenEg2-Eg1.

In this type of device the single junctions, that are physically separated from
each other, have to be transparent in order to let the light strike the all the junction
in the stack.

Figure 2.22 [4] shows different possibilities to connect a two-junction solar
cell (also namedtandemcell) to an external circuit: two, three and four terminal
configurations.

Finally, figure 2.23 [4] shows a cross section of aGaInP/GaInAs/Ge three-
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Figure 2.21:Spatial and stacked spectrum splitting

Figure 2.22:Two-junction solar cell connection possibilities

junction solar cell whose efficiency is 37.9%. Other good candidates for fabricat-
ing multi-junction solar cells are the following III-V compound semiconductors:
GaInP/GaAs, AlGaAs/GaAs, GaAs/GaSb, InP/GaInAs, etc.
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Figure 2.23:Cross-sectional representation of a three-junction solar cell

Typically the multi-junction solar cells are used, in terrestrial photovoltaic sys-
tems, in concentrator system where lenses or mirrors concentrate the sunlight (usu-
ally the direct portion) on a small photovoltaic device. The concentration ratio
for GaAscan be as large as 1000X to 2000X (where for Si technology it can be
maximum 300X).

Table 2.7 [17] shows some compound and semiconductor elements band gaps.

Compound/elements Band gap [eV]
Si 1.12
Ge 0.7
GaInAs 1.0-1.4
AlGaAs 1.6
GaInP 1.7-1.9
AlGaInP 2.2

Table 2.7: Some compound and semiconductor elements band gaps

Intermediate band solar cells

As reported in the previous section, one of the limitations of current photovoltaic
materials is the absorption of the sun’s spectrum: only photons with energy higher
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than the band gap can excite electrons in the conduction band (lower picture in
figure 2.24).

Introducing an Intermediate Band (IB) (upper picture in figure 2.24) within
the band gap enables a more efficient use of the solar spectrum. This is because
below-band gap energy photons can contribute to the cell photocurrent by pumping
electrons from the valence band to the intermediate band and from there to the
conduction band.

It has been demonstrated that with an appropriate positioning of the intermedi-
ate band the maximum theoretical efficiency for this solar cells (also calledmulti-
bandcells) is 63.2% [18].

Figure 2.24:Intermediate Band concept

An intermediate band material can be obtained by embedding quantum dots
(QDs) of appropriate composition and size in a matrix of semiconductor (called
host material). Quantum dots are semi-conducting crystals of nanometer dimen-
sions, molded into a variety of different forms with a tunable band gap of energy
levels that behave as a special class of semiconductors composed of periodic groups
of II-VI, III-V or IV-VI materials [19]. If the QD material is chosen so that its
valence band is aligned to the valence band of the host, while there is an offset be-
tween the conduction bands, a band profile like the one depicted in the figure 2.25
is obtained.

The result, if the QDs are close enough, is a continuous electronic band within
the band gap.

The idea of improving solar cells efficienciy by using an intermediate band was
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Figure 2.25:Intermediate band obtained by using QDs

born during 1960s, and, even if several research groups have been investigating
structures [20-21-22], no devices using this approach have yet been validated.

Organic solar cells

Since the early 2000s the interest in organic solar cells (hereafter also called plas-
tic solar cells) has started to grow and this is related to the development of these
materials for display market.

Attractive features for plastic solar cells are the possibilities for ultra thin, flex-
ible devices which may be integrated into appliances or building materials, and
tuning of color through chemical structure [2].

The efficiencies of this devices is today near 3% [32] even if these materials
can be chemically controlled to respond to different wavelengths making multiple-
junction approaches a potential pathway to increased efficiencies [33].

A problem for this type of devices is that organic materials are notoriously
sensitive to ultraviolet radiation that can change bonding and lead to instabilities.
Higher temperature operation may also provide limitations for some organics [4].

Even if an increasing number of research groups and companies are declaring
interest in this technology, organic solar cells are far away from being commercial-
ized.

2.3 Energy payback

A photovoltaic system converts the energy carried by photons into electrical energy.
This energy is obtained from a zero-cost fuel (the vast and infinite solar radiation).
Moreover, power production is clean because any emission is associated with the
photon electron-hole conversion.
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However, the manufacturing of a photovoltaic plant needs a certain amount of
energy. First for building the solar cell: energy is needed for mining, refining, and
purification of the semiconductor material. Once the solar cell has been created,
the production of the photovoltaic module will need more energy in order to manu-
facture other materials as copper (which performs the connection between the solar
cells), aluminium (needed to make the photovoltaic module frame), plastic, etc.
Lastly, further energy will be required in order to make the power cables, the power
conditioning units, the electric boards, etc. (ref. section 3.3).

It is highly important to calculate and know the amount of energy needed to
build the entire photovoltaic system: moreover, it is fundamental that this energy
be lower than the energy that the system will produce during its operating life. This
means that photovoltaic systems give an energy benefit to society. Theenergy pay-
backof a photovoltaic system is the number of years required to repay the energy
content of the system with its energy produced. This parameter depends on:

1. the energy required to manufacture all the photovoltaic system components

2. geometrical aspects related to the photovoltaic field which include tilt and
azimut angles (ref. section 4.1.1)

3. the location of the photovoltaic system (i.e. the latitude)

Table 2.8 [1] reports a number of energy paybacks with reference to different
solar cell technologies. Crystalline (c-Si) technologies have a longer energy pay-
back because they have a much larger content of silicon than thin-film modules
(ref. section 2.2.2). Shorter payback for future modules is predicted because of
improved manufacturing processes and higher efficiencies.

Technology Energy payback [years]
Current c-Si 4
Future c-Si 2
Current thin-films 3
Future thin-films 1

Table 2.8: Different technologies energy paybacks
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Chapter 3

Photovoltaic systems

Photovoltaic systems are solar energy supply systems, which either supply power
directly to electrical equipment, off grid systems, or feed energy into the public
electricity grid, grid connected systems (ref. section 3.2).

The electric part of a photovoltaic system is generally made of photovoltaic
modules, electronic devices, electric boards and cables.

3.1 Photovoltaic field

A photovoltaic field is made of a certain number of series and parallel connected
photovoltaic modules. The aim of the section is to provide a useful method to
find out the current voltage (I-V) and the power voltage (P-V) characteristics of a
photovoltaic field. By using equations 3.15 and 3.19, which will be obtained in sec-
tions 3.1.2 and 3.1.3, the I-V characteristic of an arbitrary working (i.e. composed
of n photovoltaic modules each one working at its cell temperature and irradiance
values) photovoltaic field will be found. Finally, multiplying equation 3.15 by the
current I and/or equation 3.19 by the voltage V, the photovoltaic field P-V charac-
teristic will be found.

3.1.1 Photovoltaic module

Solar cells represent an intermediate product in the photovoltaic industry. This is
because they have a limited voltage, are extremely fragile and have no mechanical
support.

A photovoltaic module is made of a certain number of series connected solar
cells (the series connection enables higher voltage) which are encapsulated into
a robust and manageable structure. The structure guarantees an operating life of
several years even under difficult environmental conditions.
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The I-V characteristic of a photovoltaic module is defined by equation 2.6.
However the use of equation 2.6 becomes difficult when accurate measurements of
Isc, Io, A, Rs, andRsh (ref. section 2.1) are not provided. Commonly, instead of this
parameters, a photovoltaic module data sheet reports other parameters which can
be useful in order to find out the module’s I-V characteristic. These parameters are:

1. the short circuit current at STCIsc [A]

2. the current-temperature coefficientz [A/◦C]

3. the open circuit voltage at STCVoc [V]

4. the voltage-temperature coefficientw [V/ ◦C]

5. the maximum power point current at STCImp [A]

6. the maximum power point voltage at STCVmp [V]

By using these parameters an equivalent expression to 2.2 is:




I = IL +z(T−25)− em[V+w(T−25)]−1
em−1

0 6 I 6 1
(3.1)

where I [p.u.] is the per unit current referred toIsc, IL is the per unit solar
radiation referred to1000W/m2, T [◦C] is the cell temperature,m is an exponen-
tial factor,V [p.u.] is the per unit voltage referred toVoc, z [1/◦C] is the current-
temperature coefficient referred toIsc, andw [1/◦C] is the voltage-temperature co-
efficient referred toVoc.

The current range in equation 3.1 is due to the blocking diode (ref. section
3.1.3) which is customarily series connected to photovoltaic modules. The current-
temperature coefficientz is given by:

z=
z

Isc
(3.2)

while the voltage-temperature coefficientw is given by:

w =
w

Voc
(3.3)

In the per unit representation of equation 3.1, the power per unit basisPB is:

PB = Isc×Voc (3.4)

The exponential factorm can be obtained by applying equations 3.1 and 3.4.
From equation 2.3 the photovoltaic module fill factor is:
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FF =
Vmp× Imp

Voc× Isc
=

Pmp

PB
(3.5)

Multiplying equation 3.1 by voltageV, an expression of power as a function of
voltage is obtained.

P = V

(
IL +z(T−25)− em[V+w×(T−25)]−1

em−1

)
(3.6)

By maximizing such function, an expression ofPn is found. Then,m can be
found as the value which, inserted into thePn expression, gives the fill factor 3.5.

Equation 3.1 can also be rewritten in terms of inverse function as:





V = 1
mlog{[I − IL−z(T−25)](em−1)+1}−w(T−25)

0 6 V 6 1
(3.7)

The voltage range in 3.7 is due to the bypass diode (ref. section 3.1.3) which is
customarily parallel connected to the solar cells inside the photovoltaic module.

Example

The aim of the example is to plot the I-V and P-V characteristics of a commercial
photovoltaic module simply by using its data sheet. No measurements of electrical
module characteristics will be needed.

The photovoltaic module used in the example is Sanyo HIP-215 NHE5 (ref.
appendix B) which will be used in the University of Trieste plant. Solar cells are
made of a thin mono crystalline silicon wafer surrounded by ultra-thin amorphous
silicon layers (Heterojunction with Intrinsic Thin layer) [1]. The cell basic structure
is shown in figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1:HIT technology layout

The module electrical data are reported in table 3.1 [1].
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Maximum power at STCPmp [Wp] 215
Maximum power point voltage at STCVmp [V] 42.0
Maximum power point current at STCImp [A] 5.13
Open circuit voltage at STCVoc [V] 51.6
Short circuit current at STCIsc [A] 5.61
Voltage-temperature coefficient at STCw [V/ ◦C] 0.129
Current-temperature coefficient at STCz [mA/◦C] 1.68
Power-temperature coefficient at STCp [%/◦C] 0.3
Nominal Operating Cell TemperatureTnoct [◦C] 44

Table 3.1: Sanyo HIP-215 NHE5 electrical data

From equations 3.2 and 3.3, the module voltage and current-temperature coef-
ficients are:

z=
0.00168

5.61
= 2.99×10−4 1

◦C
(3.8)

w =
0.129
51.6

= 2.50×10−3 1
◦C

(3.9)

By using equation 3.5 the module fill factor is given by:

FF =
42.0×5.13
51.6×5.61

= 0.744 (3.10)

and the exponential factor ism= 12.4.
Applying the above results to equation 3.1 the module I-V characteristic, when

irradiance is 1p.u. and the solar cell temperature is 25◦C, is given by:

I = 1− e12.4V−1
e12.4−1

(3.11)

Figure 3.2 shows the HIP-215 NHE5 Sanyo I-V and P-V characteristics. The
P-V characteristic has been found by multiplying equation 3.11 by voltage V.

The I-V and P-V characteristics shown in figure 3.2 are referred to STC (i.e.
irradiance set to 1p.u. and cell temperature set to 25◦C). For this reason the power
produced at maximum power point equals the fill factor (equation 3.10) and both
the short circuit current and the open circuit voltage are rated one.

Table 3.2 show the module mechanical data [1].
From equation 2.4 the STC module efficiency is:

η =
42.0×5.13

1000×1.57×0.798
×100= 17.2% (3.12)
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Figure 3.2:Sanyo HIP-215 NHE5 I-V and P-V characteristics

Length [mm] 1570
Width [mm] 798
Thickness [mm] 35
Weight [kg] 15

Table 3.2: Sanyo HIP-215 NHE5 mechanical data

3.1.2 Photovoltaic string

A certain number of series connected photovoltaic modules is called a photovoltaic
string (figure 3.3).

The voltage across a string made of two photovoltaic modules for equation 3.7
is:

V2 = 1
mlog{[I − IL1−z(T1−25)](em−1)+1}−w(T1−25)

+ 1
mlog{[I − IL2−z(T2−25)](em−1)+1}−w(T2−25)

(3.13)

where0 6 V 6 2.
In equation 3.13,IL1 andT1 are module number 1 solar radiation and cell tem-

perature, whileIL2 andT2 are module number 2 solar radiation and cell temperature.
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Figure 3.3:Photovoltaic string

Rearranging equation 3.13:

V2 = 1
mlog{[I − IL1−z(T1−25)](em−1)+1}

×{[I − IL2−z(T2−25)](em−1)+1}}

−w(T1−25+T2−25)

(3.14)

The I-V characteristic ofn series connected photovoltaic modules for the in-
duction principle is:

Vn = 1
mlog∏n

j=1{[I − IL j −z(Tj −25)](em−1)+1}

−w∑n
j=1(Tj −25)

(3.15)

where0 6 V 6 n.
In equation 3.15,IL j andTj are the j-th photovoltaic module solar radiation and

cell temperature.

Example

Consider a photovoltaic string made of three Sanyo HIP-215 NHE5 photovoltaic
modules (electrical parameters are described in table 3.1).

The three modules operating conditions are listed in table 3.3.
By using equation 3.15, the voltage across the string is:

V3 =
1

12.4
log[(I −1)(e12.4−1)+1]3 (3.16)
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IL [p.u.] T [◦C]
Module 1 1 25
Module 2 1 25
Module 3 1 25

Table 3.3: String operating conditions

where0 6 V 6 3.
Figure 3.4 shows the photovoltaic string I-V and P-V characteristics. The P-V

characteristic has been found by multiplying equation 3.16 by current I.
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Figure 3.4:Three series connected Sanyo HIP-215 NHE5 I-V and P-V characteristics

The three series connected photovoltaic modules are working at STC. For this
reason the string short circuit current is one p.u., the string open circuit voltage is
three p.u., and maximum power is:

Pmp = 3×FF = 2.23p.u. (3.17)

where FF comes from equation 3.10.

3.1.3 Parallel connections

A photovoltaic field is usually made of several parallel connected photovoltaic
string. This enables increased current produced and thus increased power produced.
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An example of a photovoltaic field structure is reported in figure 3.5 where
n photovoltaic modules are series connected to form a photovoltaic string and m
photovoltaic strings are parallel connected to form a photovoltaic field.

Figure 3.5:Photovoltaic field

The diode which is series connected to each string is called ablocking diode.
In the dark a reverse current flowing through the photovoltaic string may occur; the
blocking diode prevents this type of inconvenience.

The diode which is parallel connected to each photovoltaic module is called
a bypass diode. When a photovoltaic module is being shadowed its voltage can
reverse. The module reverse voltage may produce a system voltage drop and cause
a power loss. Moreover, the reverse voltage causes the module to dissipate the
power produced by unshaded modules and the heat can result in damage to the
module (hot spotphenomena).

The current produced by two parallel connected photovoltaic modules, by using
equation 3.1, is given by:

I2 = IL1 +z(T1−25)− em[V+w(T1−25)]−1
em−1

+IL2 +z(T2−25)− em[V+w(T2−25)]−1
em−1

(3.18)
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where0 6 I 6 2.
In equation 3.18IL1 andT1 are module number 1 solar radiation and cell tem-

perature whileIL2 andT2 are module number 2 solar radiation and cell temperature.
The I-V characteristic of n parallel connected photovoltaic modules for the in-

duction principle is:

In =
n

∑
j=1

IL j +z
n

∑
j=1

(Tj −25)− 1
em−1

n

∑
j=1

(em[V+w(Tj−25)]−1) (3.19)

where0 6 I 6 n.
In equation 3.19IL j andTj are the j-th photovoltaic module solar radiation and

cell temperature.

Example

Consider three Sanyo HIP-215 NHE5 (electrical parameters are described in table
3.1) parallel connected modules.

The operating conditions of the three modules are the same listed in table 3.3.
By using equation 3.19, the current produced by the parallel is:

I3 = 3
(

1− e12.4V −1
e12.4−1

)
(3.20)

where0 6 I 6 3.
Figure 3.6 shows the I-V and P-V characteristics for the three parallel connected

photovoltaic modules. The P-V characteristic has been found by multiplying equa-
tion 3.20 by voltage V.

The three parallel connected photovoltaic modules are working at STC. For
this reason in figure 3.6 the short circuit current is three p.u., the string open circuit
voltage is one p.u., and maximum power is:

Pmp = 3×FF = 2.23p.u. (3.21)

where FF comes from equation 3.10.

3.2 Photovoltaic systems

Photovoltaic systems (hereafter named also photovoltaic plants) may or may not be
connected to the electric grid. When a photovoltaic plant is connected to the grid,
it is calledgrid connectedphotovoltaic plant, while otherwise it is known as anoff
grid photovoltaic plant.
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Figure 3.6:Three parallel connected Sanyo HIP-215 NHE5 I-V and P-V characteristics

3.2.1 Grid connected systems

Grid connected plants are divided into two groups: distributed and centralized
plants. A functionalgrid connected distributedsystem block scheme is shown
in figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7:Functional grid connected distributed system block scheme
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In a grid connected distributed plant the constant voltage produced by the pho-
tovoltaic field is converted into an alternate sinusoidal 50Hz voltage by a power
conditioning unit (ref. section 3.3.2). These plants use the electrical grid as an
ideal battery: the energy produced when the sun shines can flow either to the AC
local loads or, when the energy produced exceeds the local load requirements, to
the grid. On the other hand, when sun does not shine, local load requirements are
covered by the grid.

This type of plants are usually located on the customer’s premises in private,
public and, commercial buildings. The photovoltaic systems is typically integrated
as roofing, facades, shadings, etc.: this plants are known asBuilding Integrated
Photovoltaic(BIPV). This type of systems is always located near cities where an
electrical distribution grid (i.e. low voltage line) is present and their power limit is
usually1MWp.

As said previously, grid connected plants can also be centralized. A functional
grid connected centralizedsystem block scheme is shown in figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8:Functional grid connected centralized system block scheme

In this case the energy produced is not associated to any particular costumer
and is despatched to the grid.

This type of plant performs the functions of centralized power stations, the
nominal power is usually greater than1MWp and it is usually connected to the
electrical transmission grid.

These systems could be located on the ground, on motorway sound barriers,
and on any unused big place.
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3.2.2 Off grid systems

Off grid plants are divided into two groups: domestic or non domestic (AC and DC
types) plants. For both cases the photovoltaic system provides energy for lightning,
refrigeration, and other low power loads when the utility electrical network is not
present.

A functionaloff grid domesticsystem block scheme is shown in figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9:Functional off grid domestic system block scheme

The energy produced is generally used by households and villages which are
not connected to an electrical grid. In a off grid domestic plant the constant voltage
produced by the photovoltaic field is conditioned by a DC controller. When the sun
shines, the DC current supplies directly the DC local loads or the power conditioner
connected to the AC local loads. When energy produced exceeds DC and AC local
load requirements, the exceeding part flows into the batteries. When the sun does
not shine, the batteries directly supply DC local loads and/or supply AC local loads
through the power conditioner.

This type of plant is usually located in remote villages, they are rated at max-
imum few kWp and they help roughly one-third of the world’s population to gain
access to a modest amount of energy [2]. The photovoltaic systems could be inte-
grated as roofing or placed on the ground.

Finally figures 3.10 and 3.11 show some functional off grid non domestic block
scheme systems.

This type of plant was the first commercial application for terrestrial photo-
voltaic systems. They provided, and provide still today, energy for a wide range of
applications, such as communications, information, water pumping, illumination,
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etc. In this case the electrical loads can be both AC (ref. figure 3.10) or DC (ref.
figure 3.11) and the plant rated power is usually less than1kWp.

Figure 3.10:Functional off grid non domestic DC system block scheme

Figure 3.11:Functional off grid non domestic AC system block scheme
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3.3 Electrical devices

In this section the electrical devices which, combined to the photovoltaic field,
form a grid connected photovoltaic system (be it distributed or centralized) will be
shortly described.

Figure 3.12 shows an electrical grid connected system block scheme. The DC
current produced by the photovoltaic field is carried by DC cables through electric
boards to the power conditioning units. The power conditioning units make the DC
current an AC current which is delivered via AC cables to the electrical grid.

Figure 3.12:Electrical grid connected system block scheme

3.3.1 Electric boards

Direct current electric boards (DC boards) used in photovoltaic systems are gener-
ally needed in order to protect the photovoltaic strings from:

1. over currents by using fuses

2. over voltages by using surge protective devices

3. current inversions by using blocking diodes

In case of plants using a string architecture (ref. section 3.4) DC boards are
usually implemented in the power conditioning unit (ref. figure 3.15). When a
centralized architecture is used (ref. figure 3.16), the DC board also implements
the function of paralleling the photovoltaic strings.

Alternate current electric boards (AC boards) used in photovoltaic systems im-
plement protection relays which perform the connection to the electrical grid. They
are always used in string architecture (ref. figure 3.15), while for centralized solu-
tions the connection to the grid is usually provided by the power conditioning unit
(ref. figure 3.16).
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3.3.2 The power conditioning unit

The power conditioning unit (hereafter also named inverter) is the key link between
the photovoltaic field and the electrical grid. It acts as an interface that converts the
direct current produced by the photovoltaic modules into a utility grade current
(typically alternate and sinusoidal at a frequency of 50-60Hz). The photovoltaic
system behavior relies heavily on the power conditioning unit. The inverter must
produce good quality sine wave output, must follow the frequency and the voltage
of the grid and must extract maximum power from the photovoltaic field. This func-
tion is performed by a device known as Maximum Power Point Tracker (MPPT)
[3].

Table 3.4 [4] shows a commercial power conditioning unit electrical data.

Rated photovoltaic field voltagePdc,n [V] 650
Photovoltaic field voltage rangeVdc,range [V] 430-760
Open circuit voltageVdc,oc [V] 880
Output voltageVac,n [V] 400
Output frequencyfn [Hz] 50
European efficiencyηeu 94.5%
Maximum efficiencyηmax 96.0%

Table 3.4: Elettronica Santerno TG 21 800V electrical data

The maximum power point tracker

The solar cell (module, string or field) operating pointPo, which is shown in figure
3.13, is determined by the intersection between load and solar cell characteristics.

As reported in section 2.1, there is a solar cell maximum power operating point
Pmp. Maximum Power Point Tracker (MPPT) are devices, usually implemented
in the power conditioning unit (grid connected systems) or in the DC controller
(off grid systems), which continuously control power delivered by the photovoltaic
generator in order to maximize it by varying the voltage. MPPT operation is con-
tinuous because I-V and P-V characteristics depend on solar radiation and solar
cells working temperatures which change with time.

When the operating point is not the maximum power point some power is lost.
With reference to figure 3.13, this losses can be represented by defining the MPPT
efficiency as:

ηmppt =
R t

0 Po(t)dtR t
0 Pmp(t)dt

(3.22)

wherePo is the actual power produced by the photovoltaic field under MPPT
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Figure 3.13:Photovoltaic field operating points

control andPmp is the real maximum power the solar cell could produce under the
given temperature and irradiance [5].

The MPPT function in a photovoltaic system is fundamental and its efficiency
determines the cost of the photovoltaic field needed to obtain a desired power.

As said before, in grid connected photovoltaic plants MPPTs are usually imple-
mented in the power conditioning unit. Different algorithms have been proposed
for maximum power point tracking. Nevertheless, the choice of the configuration
of the right converter has not been studied so widely. This exerts an important in-
fluence on the optimum performance of the photovoltaic system. MPPT methods
include: incremental conductance, perturbation and observation, neural network
and, curve-fitting [5]. These methods are generally implemented into DC-DC con-
verters controller which continuously change the operating field voltage in order to
follow the maximum power point. DC-DC converters commonly used for this type
of applications are: buck converter, boost converter and, buck-boost converter.

Figure 3.14 shows a three series connected photovoltaic modules string P-V
characteristic. Each module is working at a different climate condition with respect
to the others so that the characteristic has three maximum power points: two rel-
ative (Pr1 andPr2) and one global (Pg) maximum power points. A MPPT device
connected to the string would work properly only if at that instantPg was achieved.

Commercial power conditioning units implement MPPT devices which have
some problems in followingPg; it is not unusual for them to cease following the
maximum power point whenPr1 or Pr2 is achieved. This mistake can arise at several
instants during the year: the consequence could be a large amount of energy losses.
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Figure 3.14:Global and local maximum power points

3.4 String and centralized architectures

From an electrical point of view, photovoltaic plants can have a string or a central-
ized architecture. Principle schemes of string and centralized architecture layouts
are drawn in figures 3.15 and 3.16.

In a string architecturethe number of power conditioning units is equal to the
number of photovoltaic strings, while in acentralized architectureonly one power
conditioning unit is used.

Figure 3.15:String architecture principle layout

According to the presence of one or multiple inverters, differences in the num-
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Figure 3.16:Centralized architecture principle layout

ber and type of cables (DC or AC) and connection (AC or DC electrical boards) can
arise. For this reason the Balance of the Systemηbos (ref. section 4.1) is a function
of the plant architecture.

Figure 3.17:Centralized architecture I-V characteristic

Figure 3.17 [6] shows the I-V characteristic of a centralized architecture pho-
tovoltaic plant. An important issue to notice is that in this case because the strings
are parallel connected, the photovoltaic field maximum power point is unique.

On the other hand, in a string architecture the number of I-V characteristics
corresponds to the number of strings and the number of maximum power points
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Figure 3.18:String architecture I-V characteristics

equals the number of strings, figure 3.18 [6]. In this case the photovoltaic field
maximum power is the sum of the strings produced powers:

Pmp =
n

∑
i=1

Pmp,i (3.23)

wherePmp,i is the thei-th string maximum produced power andn is the number
of photovoltaic strings.

Figure 3.17 and 3.18 are representative of the same photovoltaic field made of
ten strings with ten parallel connected modules. Some of these modules are shaded
and some are not: table 3.5 shows the shading distribution on the photovoltaic field.

Table 3.6 shows the climate conditions adopted for shaded and for non shaded
modules (this conditions are referred to the early morning of the day December
21st).

As will be discussed in section 4.1.5, the choice between a centralized or a
string architecture is a fundamental issue when shading phenomena along the pho-
tovoltaic field are present. From the point of view of the energy produced string
architecture is always better because when a centralized architecture is used some
available power may be lost. This is because the modules constituting the photo-
voltaic field are operated an averaged maximum power point voltage regardless of
their different characteristics. The choice between the two architectures could have
a different result if an economic analysis is carried out. The higher cost of smaller
power conditioning systems and their lower efficiency compared to the large unique
inverter used in a centralized architecture might lead the designer to choice this so-
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Number of Number of
no shaded shaded modules

String 1 10 0
String 2 9 1
String 3 8 2
String 4 7 3
String 5 6 4
String 6 5 5
String 7 4 6
String 8 3 7
String 9 2 8
String 10 1 9

Table 3.5: Shading distribution along the photovoltaic field

No shaded modules Shaded modules
Irradiance [p.u.] 0.25 0.1
Cell temperature [◦C] 12 5

Table 3.6: Climate conditions along the photovoltaic field

lution (ref. section 4.1.5).

Example: the University of Trieste plant

The University of Trieste plant is a centralized solution example. The system is
made of six strings. Each string is made of fifteen Sanyo HIP-215 NHE5 photo-
voltaic modules (ref. section 3.1.1). Figure 3.19 shows the overall layout of the
plant.

Tables 3.7 and 3.8 report the string and the field electrical data respectively.
Minimum and maximum maximum power point voltages have been calculated at
-5◦C and 80◦C respectively.
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Figure 3.19:University of Trieste plant layout

Maximum power at STCPmp [Wp] 3225
Maximum power point voltage at STCVmp [V] 630
Maximum power point current at STCImp [A] 5.13
Open circuit voltage at STCVoc [V] 774
Short circuit current at STCIsc [A] 5.61
Lowest maximum power point voltageVmp,min 524
Highest maximum power point voltageVmp,max 774
Minimum open circuit voltageVoc,min 832

Table 3.7: University of Trieste photovoltaic string electrical data

Maximum power at STCPmp [Wp] 19350
Maximum power point voltage at STCVmp [V] 630
Maximum power point current at STCImp [A] 30.8
Open circuit voltage at STCVoc [V] 774
Short circuit current at STCIsc [A] 33.7
Lowest maximum power point voltageVmp,min 524
Highest maximum power point voltageVmp,max 774
Minimum open circuit voltageVoc,min 832

Table 3.8: University of Trieste photovoltaic field electrical data
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Chapter 4

Energy produced

In this chapter theBalance of System(BOS)ηbos for a grid connected photovoltaic
system will be defined and calculated. Onceηbos is known, it will be possible to
calculate the energy produced by a grid connected photovoltaic plant.

4.1 The Balance of the System

With reference to figure 4.1:

1. Ein [kWh] is the available annual energy

2. ηbos is the Balance Of the System

3. Eout [kWh] is the annual energy delivered to the grid/AC loads

Figure 4.1:Balance Of the System (BOS)

The annual produced energyEout is given by:

Eout = ηbos×Ein (4.1)
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The efficiency of the systemηbos can be defined as:

ηbos= 100− (εT + εsha+ εJ + εmis+ εpcu) (4.2)

whereεT are temperature losses,εshashading losses,εJ Joule effect losses,εmis

mismatching effect losses and,εpcu power conditioning unit losses.

4.1.1 Available energy

The available annual energyEin is given by:

Ein = 365×Gdm (4.3)

where 365 is the number of the days in a year, andGdm [kWh/kWp ·day] is the
mean global daily irradiance which depends on:

1. the particular geographic area latitudeφ

2. the solar spectrum for the geographic area

3. the photovoltaic field tilt angleα (i.e. the angle formed by photovoltaic mod-
ules with the horizontal)

4. the photovoltaic field azimut angleγ (i.e. the azimut of the normal to the
photovoltaic modules surface)

5. the ground reflectivityε

Example

The mean global monthly irradiance for the University of Trieste plant are listed in
table 4.1 [1]. The latitude isφ = 45.7◦, the solar spectrum is AM = 1.5, the tilt angle
is α = 34◦, the azimut angle isγ = 0◦ (i.e. South direction), and the reflectivity is
ε = 22%(concrete blocks).

4.1.2 Temperature losses

As discussed in section 2.1.3, the power produced by a photovoltaic module de-
creases when the temperature increases. The power temperature-coefficientPtc in
table 3.1 gives a quantity information about the losses for temperature effect com-
pared to STC.

As an example, the losses due to temperature effect for Sanyo HIP-215 NHE5
module are given by:

εT = p× (Tnoct−Tstc) = 0.3× (44−25) = 5.7% (4.4)
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Month Mean global irradiance
[kWh/kWp ·day]

January 1.82
February 2.75
March 3.72
April 4.60
May 5.44
June 5.65
July 6.35
August 6.00
September 5.12
October 3.88
November 2.27
December 1.81
Mean 4.12

Table 4.1: Mean global irradiance: Trieste location

wherep is the power-temperature coefficient,Tnoct is the Nominal Operating
Cell Temperature, andTstc is 25◦C as discussed in section 2.1.2.

4.1.3 Shading losses

Shading effects along a photovoltaic field modify the value of energy which can be
collected.

Figure 4.2 shows a diagram of the sun’s path for Trieste (latitudeφ = 45.7◦).
Winter solstice (December21st) sun’s trajectory is represented by the lower line
while the highest line corresponds to the vernal equinox (March21st) sun’s tra-
jectory. In the diagram, drawn for the University of Trieste plant, the rectangle
represents the shading effect due to the presence of parallel rows of photovoltaic
modules (ref. appendix A).

From picture 4.2, whereA1, A2, andA3 correspond to no shaded areas while
A4 to shaded areas, it is possible to calculate the shading losses (in terms of direct
irradiance) due to the presence of parallel photovoltaic modules rows during the
day March21st. The shading losses are given by:

εsha,March21st =
A4

A1+A2+A3+A4
×100 (4.5)
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Figure 4.2:Trieste sun’s path diagram

Onceεsha,i (i = 1, ..., 365) have been calculated for each day of the year, the
annual shading losses are given by:

εsha=

(
365

∑
i=1

εsha,i

)
/365 (4.6)

where 365 is the number of the days in a year.
For the University of Trieste plant these losses areεsha= 4.2%[2].

4.1.4 Joule effect losses

As shown in figure 3.12, in a photovoltaic system DC cables link the photovoltaic
field to the electric boards and thus to the power conditioning unit. Finally AC
cables connect the system to the electrical grid.

In DC and AC cables some power is lost because of Joule losses which depend
on cable resistance and therefore on their sections and lengths.

The losses due to Joule effect are given by:

εJ =
Rdc× i2dc

Pn,dc
+

Rac× i2ac

Pn,ac
(4.7)

whereidc [A] and iac [A] are the direct and the alternate currents carried by the
cables connecting the different photovoltaic system components,Pn,dc [W] andPn,ac

[W] are the direct and the alternate currents side nominal powers, whileRdc [Ω] and
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Rac [Ω] are the direct and the alternate cables resistances which can be calculated
as:

R= ρ× l
S

(4.8)

whereρ [Ωmm2/m] is the cable resistivity calculated at an appropriate temper-
ature and depending on the material cable, whilel [m] and S [mm2] are the cable
length and section respectively.

The result for the University of Trieste plant is [2]:

εJ = 0.6+1.8 = 2.4% (4.9)

4.1.5 Mismatch losses

A number of issues arise in a photovoltaic field made of several series and parallel
connected modules. Mismatch losses may occur, for example, due to non uni-
form illumination of the photovoltaic field or because some field modules are not
identical (e.g. they have different current and voltage-temperature coefficients or
different fill factor, etc.). The consequence of these differences is that the output
field power is different from the sum of the modules powers.

As a simple example consider two Sanyo HIP-215 NHE5 photovoltaic modules
working at climate conditions described in table 4.2.

IL [p.u.] T [◦C]
Module 1 1 44
Module 2 0.1 20

Table 4.2: Two photovoltaic modules working conditions

The configuration using two MPPTs is shown in figure 4.3. In this case the
MPPT device operates on the P-V characteristic of its photovoltaic module.

Figure 4.3:Two-MPPT electrical layout
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The maximum power produced by a photovoltaic module can be easily calcu-
lated by using, for example, a Matlab M-files like:

1. m=12.4;

2. w=0.0025;

3. IL = 1;

4. T=44◦C;

5. V=0;

6. while(IL− ((exp(m× (V +w× (T−25)))−1)/(exp(m)−1)))×V > (IL−
((exp(m× (V−0.01+w× (T−25)))−1)/(exp(m)−1)))× (V−0.01);

7. V=V+0.01;

8. Volt = V−0.01;

9. Ampere= IL− ((exp(m× (V−0.01+w× (T−25)))−1)/(exp(m)−1));

10. Watt= (IL−((exp(m∗(V−0.01+w∗(T−25)))−1)/(exp(m)−1)))∗(V−
0.01);

11. end;

where the exponential factorm and the voltage-temperature coefficientw have
been calculated in section 3.1.1, while the current-temperature coefficientz has
been neglected. Once the irradianceIL and the working cell temperature T have
been set, the routine starts fixing a value for the voltage (V = 0p.u. at line 5) and
then increases its value until the power produced increases. When the maximum
power has been reached the while loop stops and the values of current and voltage
at maximum power point and the value of maximum power point are displayed.

The routine shows an ideal MPPT operation.
Table 4.3 shows the calculated power produced by the two photovoltaic mod-

ules operating at climate condition described in table 4.2 and conditioned by two
MPPTs.

Produced power [p.u.]
Module 1 0.690
Module 2 0.058
Total 0.748

Table 4.3: Produced power by using two MPPTs
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Consider now the new configuration shown in figure 4.4. In this case the two
photovoltaic modules are parallel connected and only one MPPT is used.

Figure 4.4:One MPPT electrical layout

The maximum power produced has been calculated by using a routine like that
one shown above so that in this configuration is P = 0.730p.u.

Consequently the mismatch losses are:

εmis =
0.748−0.730

0.748
×100= 2.4% (4.10)

These losses are due to the fact that the two photovoltaic modules are working at
an averaged maximum power point regardless of their different working conditions.

The electrical architecture (ref. section 3.4) plays a fundamental role in mis-
match loss determination. The two examples reported earlier show that when a
centralized architecture is used (i.e. only one power conditioning unit, which cor-
responds to one MPPT device, is used) some power may be lost.

The value of these losses is related to shading phenomena on the photovoltaic
field which always leads to different irradiance values along the photovoltaic field
(which correspond to different working temperatures).

From the mismatch losses point of view the choice of a string architecture is
always better. On the other hand, in a string architecture many small size power
conditioning units rather than one single large one are used. The efficiency of small
size power conditioning units is always less than the efficiency of a bigger machine.
A further point which has to be taken into account is that the price of several small
machines is higher than the price of one larger machine. However, it is clear that
in order to choose the better architecture solution for a specific application, an
appropriate cost benefits analysis has to be carried out (ref. section 1.4).

As explained in section 3.4, in the University of Trieste plant a centralized
architecture is used. The rectangle in figure 4.2 shows the shading effect due to the
presence of parallel photovoltaic modules rows. This situation leads to mismatch
losses which correspond toεmis = 2.8%[2].

Finally, we should bear in mind that the mismatch losses referred to in equation
4.10 have been calculated supposing the MPPTs are working ideally. This means
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that we have supposed that in every instant the MPPTs reach the global maximum
power point rather than the relative one (ref. section 3.3.2). In other word we have
supposed the MPPTs efficiencyηmppt = 1. In reality commercial MPPT efficiencies
are not equal to one and this fact has to be taken into account. Unfortunately power
conditioning unit data sheets don’t report a value for MPPT efficiency so that the
only way to take in account this phenomena is to measure it. As we will see in
chapter 5, one way to measure MPPT efficiency is to use a hardware photovoltaic
field simulator.

4.1.6 Power conditioning unit losses

As customary, in order to determine the considered losses take as an example the
Elettronica Santerno TG 21 800V power conditioning unit; table 3.4 reports its
electrical data. This table reports two values for the power conditioning unit effi-
ciency: maximum efficiencyηmax= 96%andηeu = 94.5%.

Figure 4.5 shows the Elettronica Santerno TG 21 800V power conditioning
unit efficiency versus load. The plot has a maximum corresponding toηmax which
is achieved when load is 75% of the inverter nominal load. This load depends on
irradiance along the photovoltaic field. For this reasonηmax is not sufficient to
make an analysis of the energy produced in a year by a photovoltaic plant. Indeed
the power conditioning unit will not work at 75% of its nominal power for most
of the year. The European efficiencyηeu has been introduced in order to give
a fuller information about the losses which occur in an inverter during a year of
operations. This efficiency takes into account different regimes of operations which
are a function of the photovoltaic plant installation location.

Finally, it is important to notice that bothηmax andηeu are related to the losses
occurring in the power electronic devices which form the inverter such as power
switches, transformers (line frequency or high frequency transformers), and so on.
In reality there are other losses characterizing a power conditioning unit which are
not taken into account either byηmax or by ηeu and which have to be considered.
These losses are related to the way in which the inverter follows the photovoltaic
field maximum power point. A power conditioning unit data sheet reports no in-
formation about these losses. Even if some information will be provided by using
the simulator discussed in section 5, for the moment in order to calculate the losses
occurring in the power conditioning unit, we consider its European efficiency:

εpcu = 100−94.5 = 5.5% (4.11)

4.2 Energy produced

In previous sections the losses in the University of Trieste plant have been discussed
and calculated. By using equation 4.2, the value of the efficiency of the system is
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Figure 4.5:Power conditioning unit efficiency versus load

given by:

ηbos= 100− (5.7+4.2+2.4+2.4+5.5) = 79.8% (4.12)

The annual energy on the photovoltaic plant following equation 4.3 is:

Ein = 365×4.12= 1504kWh/year (4.13)

where 365 is the number of the days in a year, and 4.12 is the mean global
irradiance for Trieste latitude (ref. section 4.1.1).

Finally, following equations 4.1, 4.12, and 4.13, the annual energy produced by
the plant is given by:

Eout = 0.798×1504= 1200kWh/year (4.14)

4.3 String or centralized solution?

As discussed in the example of section 3.4, the University of Trieste plant uses a
centralized architecture. The aim of this section is to investigate differences be-
tween string and centralized architecture in terms of system efficiency and in terms
of economic issues.
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Electrical Payback
architecture period [years]
Centralized 7.4
String 8.1

Table 4.4: Comparison of payback periods

For equation 4.2, the efficiency for a photovoltaic system is given by equation
4.2:

ηbos= 100− (εT + εsha+ εJ + εmis+ εpcu) (4.15)

where temperatureεT and shadingεsha losses do not depend on the electrical
system architecture.

On the other hand, JouleεJ, mismatchingεmis and power conditioning unit
εpcu losses are heavily dependent on the electrical system architecture. Assuming
a hypothetical string architecture for the University of Trieste plant, the values of
these losses have been calculated in work [2]. According to the calculations carried
in this work, the difference in efficiency for the two solutions is∆ηbos= 1.5%.

The better performances, due to the better efficiency and thus to higher annual
productivity, achieved by the string solution have to be weighted with the different
initial cost fot the two plants. A comparative economic analysis (ref. section 1.4)
have been made in work [4]. With reference to the electrical equipment alone (i.e.
photovoltaic modules, power conditioning unit, electric boards and cables), the
results are reported in table 4.4.
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Chapter 5

The photovoltaic field simulator

Introduction

A photovoltaic field simulator (hereafter briefly called simulator) is a power elec-
tronic device which produces a current voltage characteristic that simulates the
behavior of a real photovoltaic field working in arbitrary conditions of irradiance
and temperature.

Once built, the simulator will be connected to the experimental photovoltaic
plant which will be installed on the roof top of the Materials and Natural Resources
Department at the University of Trieste.

Photovoltaic simulators are indispensable for the laboratory operational eval-
uation of photovoltaic energy production system components, in order to avoid
time-consuming and expensive field-testing process [1].

Field testing is costly, time consuming and depends heavily on prevailing weather
conditions. Adeguate security and weather protection must also be provided at the
test site. To overcome these problems a photovoltaic array simulator can be used
[2].

During certain period of the day/year the irradiation level is very low. It is thus
difficult to test photovoltaic equipment using naturale light conditions for most of
the year. If incandescent lamps are used to simulate the solar irradiation, there are
problems with enormous power requirement and heat generation. Approximately
10kW of electric power is required to achieve irradiation a level of1kW/m2 for a
50W solar panel. For a 2kW solar array, the power requirement would be about
400kW! Novel discharge lamps are much more efficient. However, the spectrum
does not correspond well to the sun. A further problem with solar simulators is that
of achieving a uniform insolation distribution [3].

This chapter deals with the simulator description and its applications which are:
photovoltaic module parameters design and power conditioning units test.
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5.1 A photovoltaic simulators overview

Several types of different simulator have been proposed under different names:
photovoltaic simulator, [1-4-5-6], photovoltaic array emulator [7], magnifier cir-
cuit [3], solar array simulator [8], etc. There are some particular aspects which
characterized all these devices:

1. their nominal power

2. the type of control system used which can be analogue or digital. In this case
the control system code could be execute by, for example, a DSP, a CPU, and
so on.

3. the type of load which they can power: a resistive load, or a power condi-
tioning unit

4. how and which parameters can be changed when the simulation is underway

The simulator nominal powerPn is an important issue because it is related with
the capacity to simulate several different types of photovoltaic systems (whenPn is
higher) or only photovoltaic modules or even solar cells (whenPn is lower).

The majority of simulators we have found in literature have a nominal power
of a few watts [2-5-6-7-8-9]. Since the nominal power of commercial photovoltaic
modules used in grid-connected applications is usually bigger than 100Wp, these
type of simulators can only simulate the behavior of few solar cells. Other works
are related to more powerful simulators: 1kW [3] and 3kW [1]. These simula-
tors can be inserted into small domestic grid-connected plants or can be used for
testing/simulating only a photovoltaic string rather than the photovoltaic array of
a medium/large photovoltaic plant. Tables 1.2 and 1.3 show that the larger major-
ity of grid-connected photovoltaic plants are rated in the range 20-50kWp. For this
reason bigger simulators are needed and clearly the 20kW size could cover several
applications.

A second important aspect characterizing simulators is the type of control sys-
tem technology used. The versatility, reliability, velocity, and high capacity of
calculus offered today by Central Processing Units (CPU) and by Digital Signal
Processor (DSP) indicate that digital technology to control power electronic de-
vices is a good choice. Most of the simulators viewed are based on an analogue
control system [3-7-8], others uses as a reference the output of a real photovoltaic
module [5-9]. Digital technology is used in works [1] and [2]. In the first example
the control code is executed by a field-programmable gate array (FPGA) while the
authors of the second work used a CPU.

Only in works [3] and [10] the simulators can be connected to a power condi-
tioning unit while for all other cases the load was performed by a simple resistor.
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The capacity to be connected to a power conditioning unit is fundamental not only
for testing inverters but also for simulating the behavior of certain photovoltaic
materials (in particular for thin-film technologies) working in a real photovoltaic
systems.

Finally, the possibility to change the working photovoltaic modules conditions
is fundamental in order to check the photovoltaic system dynamic response. For
this reason simulators [5-9] which take the output of a solar cell (or even of a
photovoltaic module) as their irradiance reference are not very flexible. In other
simulators the climate conditions have to be set before starting the simulation [1];
in this case it is not possible to change the values of irradiance and temperatures of
the photovoltaic modules while a I-V characteristic is produced. Simulators [3-6-
7-8] have only the possibility to change the value of irradiance on the photovoltaic
modules while the temperatures of the working modules are fixed.

The object of this work regards a simulator rated 20kW which will use a CPU
technology to perform its control task. It will be possible to connect the simulator
to a power conditioning unit and also change in real time values of irradiance and
temperatures of the working modules.

5.2 The simulator connection scheme

Figure 5.1 shows a block scheme of a simulator which is connected to a grid con-
nected photovoltaic plant. This block scheme is exactly the same viewed in figure
3.12 with the addition of the simulator. By closing switches A or B it is possible
to power the power conditioning unit via the simulator or via the photovoltaic field
respectively.

Figure 5.1:Simulator inserted in a grid connected system block scheme
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The simulator is powered by an alternate sinusoidal 50Hz voltage provided by
the grid and powers a power conditioning unit (figure 5.2). The I-V characteristic
produced replicates the I-V characteristic of a real photovoltaic field and changes
by controlling the following inputs:

1. type of photovoltaic module (ref. section 3.3.1)

2. ambient temperature

3. irradiance

Figure 5.2:Simulator analogue output, analogue and digital inputs

Finally, table 5.1 reports the simulator electrical data:

Maximum power [kW] 20
Minimum voltage [V] 0
Maximum voltage [V] 1100
Maximum current [A] 35

Table 5.1: Simulator electrical data

5.3 The electronic power converter

As shown in figure 5.3 the simulator power hardware is made of a three phase full
bridge rectifier (hereafter rectifier), a large capacitorC1, and a step down DC-DC
converter (hereafter DC-DC converter).
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The rectifier converts the alternate sinusoidal 50Hz sine wave AC voltage pro-
vided by the gridVac in an uncontrolled DC voltageVdc,nc while the capacitorC1

makes the DC output voltage as ripple free as possible.
The DC voltage produced by the rectifier is given by:

Vdc,nc = 1.35×Vac (5.1)

whereVdc,nc stands for uncontrolled DC voltage andVac is the rms value of line
to line voltage [16].

Figure 5.3:Simulator power circuit

Once the uncontrolled DC voltageVdc,nc has been created, the DC-DC converter
converts this voltage into a controlled DC voltageVdc.

The output voltageVdc level is regulated by switchSon and off durations (ton

andto f f ) and, with reference to figure 5.4, its value is:

Vdc = D×Vdc,nc (5.2)

whereD is the switch duty ratio:

D =
ton

T
(5.3)

and T =ton+ to f f is the constant switching time period.
One of the methods for controlling the voltageVdc employs switching at a con-

stant frequencyf = 1
T and adjusting the on duration of the switch to control the

average output voltage. In this method, called pulse-width modulation (PWM)
switching, the switch duty ratio D is varied.
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Figure 5.4:Switch mode dc-dc conversion

With reference to figure 5.5, in the PWM technique at a constant switching
frequency the switch control signal is generated by comparing a control voltage,
which is the difference between the desiredVdc,d and the actual voltageVdc,a, with
a repetitive waveform. When the amplified error signal is greater than the saw-
tooth waveform, the switch control signal becomes high and the switch turns on.
Otherwise, the switch is off as shown in figure 5.6.

Figure 5.5:PWM block diagram

With reference to the circuit shown in figure 5.3, a real time control system
generates the desired voltage signalVdc,d which depends on the simulation para-
meters: the type of photovoltaic module, the ambient temperature, the irradiance
on the photovoltaic array, and the actual voltage signalVdc,a coming from a voltage
transducer which brings theVdc value. The repetitive waveform is generated since
the transduced currentIdc.
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Figure 5.6:PWM signals

5.4 The real time control system

The real time control system will generate the switching signal in order to control
the voltage produced by the simulatorVdc.

An industrialized PC-based Hard Real Time (HRT) control system based on
Linux RTAI will control the switching signal by producing/managing the simula-
tion conditions of irradiance and cells temperatures on the simulated photovoltaic
field.

Normally, HRT control tasks are accomplished by employing specific dedicated
CPUs, or DSPs as microcontrollers with guaranteed interrupt latency. The key is-
sue in HRT is that the control system has to guarantee signal processing timing,
without missing deadlines for interruptions and keeping latency bounded within a
level compatible with the sampling time of the process [11]. In General Purpose
CPUs (GPCPU), i.e. personal computers (and their industrialized versions), oper-
ative systems are mainly designed for Soft Real Time (SRT) applications (human
interaction, multimedia, web browsing, office tasks, etc.). To carry out HRT con-
trols, the Real Time Application Interface (RTAI) [12-13] will be introduced, which
will make it possible to provide a HRT extension to Linux operating system [14].
This HRT extension will make it possible to utilize normal Commercial-Off-The-
Shelf (COTS), low-cost personal computers, and data acquisition boards for HRT
applications [15]. Furthermore, the employment of COTS personal computers will
make it possible to use high level language programming tools, provided with au-
tomatic code generation. The control system model will be created using the high
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level language programmingSimulinkr, which is aMatlabr tool for modelling,
simulating, and analyzing multidomain dynamic systems. One of the advantages of
this tool is that it is based on a Graphical User Interface (GUI) environment which
is easy to use. Once the the control system will be created at high level, a compiler
will compile a C++ code which will be loaded in a COTS endowed with Linux
RTAI which will execute the code.

In general, the adoption of a COTS PC endowed with Linux RTAI gives the
user some significant advantages:

1. both commercial (Simulinkr) and free software (SCILAB) can be adopted
for system modelling, simulation, and code generation

2. the savings attained from avoiding the costs of licences, proprietary software,
hardware, royalties are substantial

3. RTAI is available for different hardware platforms such as PPC, Intel, ARM,
etc.

5.4.1 Encoding the control software

With reference to figure 5.7, the DC-DC converter switch control signal is gener-
ated by theSimulinkr Simulator control system block.

There are four different types of inputs:

1. inputs concerning the photovoltaic modules parameters (green lines - inputs
from number 1 to number 7)

2. inputs concerning the climate data (blue lines - inputs from number 8 to
number 10)

3. input concerning the control mode selection (red line - input number 11)

4. inputs concerning the external references (black lines - inputs number 12 and
13)

The first block of inputs, photovoltaic module parameters, makes it to define the
photovoltaic modules which we want to simulate. The control system is provided
with these parameters by the keyboard connected to the CPU which executes the
code and they are:

1. the voltage-temperature coefficientw [1/◦C]

2. the current-temperature coefficientz [1/◦C]

3. the short circuit current at STCIsc [A]
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Figure 5.7:Simulator control system

4. the open circuit voltage at STCVoc [V]

5. the maximum power point current at STCImp [A]

6. the maximum power point voltageVmp at STC [V]

7. the Nominal Operating Cell TemperatureNOCT [◦C]

The second block of inputs defines the climate data along the photovoltaic array
which we want to simulate. The ambient temperatureTa [◦C] and the irradiance
valuesIL [p.u.] are also provided by the operator through the keyboard.

The ambient temperatureTa is a scalar while|IL(t)| is a matrix of the type:
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|IL(t)|=




IL1(t)
.
.
.

ILi(t)
.
.
.

ILm(t)




=




IL,11(t) IL,12(t) ... IL,1n(t)
.
. .
.
. IL,i j (t)
.
. .
.

IL,m1(t) IL,mn(t)




(5.4)

wherem is the number of photovoltaic strings in the photovoltaic array andn
is the number of photovoltaic modules forming a string so that the vectorILi(t)
represents the irradiance related to thei-th string and the elementIL,i j (t) represents
the irradiance in thej-th photovoltaic module inserted in thei-th string.

The climate conditions can also be automatically created by the control system
when the automatic mode is selected via keyboard (third input).

Finally, the fourth input block concerns the external referencesIdc andVdc

which close the two control loops (as shown in figure 5.3). The control systems
receives these inputs from two hardware transducers.

Figure 5.8:Switch control signal generation

Figure 5.8 shows the way in which the switch control signal is generated. The
switch control signal is generated by thePWM and Regulator blockwhich regulates
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and compares its inputsvcontrol and Idc which represents the repetitive waveform
seen in figure 5.6.

The control voltage has been calculated as the difference between the desired
voltage referenceVdc,d and the actual voltageVdc as shown in figure 5.5.

Finally, figure 5.9 shows how the control voltageVdc,d is generated. ThePV Ar-
ray blockimplements equation 3.15 which make it possible to calculate the voltage
across a photovoltaic string made ofn photovoltaic modules. Also equation 3.19 is
implemented in the PV Array block so that the current produced by a photovoltaic
field made ofmphotovoltaic strings is calculated.

Figure 5.9:Voltage reference generation

By using equations 3.15 and 3.19 the string voltage (i.e. the field voltage) and
the field current are calculated from the ambient temperature and the irradiance
matrix discussed in equation 5.4. These values can be loaded by an operator via
keyboard or, when the automatic mode is set, theclimate data generatorgenerates
the time dependent climate conditionsI

′
L(t) andT

′
a(t). An input file makes it pos-

sible to choose different ways to perform a test on photovoltaic systems. Example
of input files could be:

1. a file containing a set of climate conditions during a due day in order to
simulate the daily behavior of a photovoltaic system

2. a file containing a set of climate conditions during particular periods of the
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year. For example during a period characterized by shading conditions along
the photovoltaic field in order to simulate the shaded condition behavior of a
photovoltaic system

3. etc.

The elementsTc,i j (t) of the time dependent solar cells temperatures matrix
|Tc|= |Tc(t)|:

|Tc(t)|=




Tc1(t)
.
.
.

Tci(t)
.
.
.

Tcm(t)




=




Tc,11(t) Tc,12(t) ... Tc,1n(t)
.
. .
.
. Tc,i j (t)
.
. .
.

Tc,m1(t) Tc,mn(t)




(5.5)

are calculated by theCell Temperatures blockby using equation 2.9 in a per
unit notation:

Tc,i j (t) = Ta(t)+ IL(t)× (NOCT−25) (5.6)

whereTc,i j (t) is the irradiance investing thej-th photovoltaic module inserted
in the i-th string,Ta(t) is the ambient temperature, andNOCT is the value of the
Nominal Operating Cell Temperature.

In equation 5.5, the vectorTci(t) represents the cell temperatures related to
the i-th string and the elementTc,i j (t) represents the cell temperature of the j-th
photovoltaic module inserted in the i-th string.

5.5 Photovoltaic module parameters investigation

The simulator will be useful in order to foresee the behavior of new photovoltaic
devices operating in real grid connected photovoltaic systems before building them.
An hardware simulation (rather than the widely used software simulation) is nec-
essary since, while the electric model of a new solar cell can be known, the MPPT
device (which is implemented in the power conditioning unit) model is not. Thus
the only way to test a solar cell working near its maximum power point is to use a
hardware simulator as that one discussed in this section.

For the above reason, the simulator could become a useful tool for materials
engineers during design of new photovoltaic devices (i.e. when they are working
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on solar cell exponential factor, voltage and current-temperature coefficients, short
circuit current, open circuit voltage, fill factor, and so on).

The operation of a MPPT device has a particular relevance for the application
of thin-film photovoltaic technology. This is because for this technology the max-
imum power operating point varies considerably with temperature and irradiance.
The maximum power point changes both in the value of maximum power and in
the value of maximum power voltage.

As an example, consider a monocrystalline silicon (hereafter Si) and a thin-film
cadmium telluride photovoltaic (hereafter CdTe) module whose electrical data are
listed in tables 5.2 and 5.3 [17-18] (ref. appendix B).

Maximum power at STCPmp [Wp] 180
Maximum power point voltage at STCVmp [V] 37.2
Maximum power point current at STCImp [A] 4.8
Open circuit voltage at STCVoc [V] 44.4
Short circuit current at STCIsc [A] 5.2
Voltage-temperature coefficient at STCw [V/ ◦C] 0.16
Nominal Operating Cell TemperatureTnoct [◦C] 48

Table 5.2: Solterra 180H electrical data

Maximum power at STCPmp [Wp] 55
Maximum power point voltage at STCVmp [V] 60.0
Maximum power point current at STCImp [A] 0.92
Open circuit voltage at STCVoc [V] 88.0
Short circuit current at STCIsc [A] 1.09
Voltage-temperature coefficient at STCw [V/ ◦C] 0.22
Nominal Operating Cell TemperatureTnoct [◦C] 45

Table 5.3: First solar FS-55 electrical data

By using the equations given in section 3.1.1, the exponential factor and the
voltage-temperature coefficient for these modules have been calculated as:mSi

= 15.8 andmCdTe = 5.7, wSi = 0.0036/◦C andwCdTe = 0.0022/◦C. The current-
temperature coefficients have not been calculated because they will be neglected in
the following discussion.

In order to show the maximum power point climate conditions dependance con-
sider two different operating points. The irradiance valuesIL of these two points
are reported in table 5.4; they are the same for both technologies. The correspond-
ing cell temperatures have been calculated by applying equation 2.9 considering an
ambient temperature set at 20◦C.
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Technology IL [p.u.] P [p.u.] V [p.u.]
Si 1.0 0.71 0.77
Si 0.5 0.36 0.77
CdTe 1.0 0.55 0.69
CdTe 0.5 0.24 0.61

Table 5.4: Si and CdTe operating points

The third and fourth columns of table 5.3 report the produced powersP and
the maximum power voltagesV respectively. For both technologies a decrease in
irradiance from 1.0 to 0.5p.u. has been considered. The corresponding change in
produced power and maximum power voltage for Silicon technology are:

∆PSi

P
=

P1−P2

P1
=

0.71−0.36
0.71

×100= 49% (5.7)

∆VSi

V
=

V1−V2

V1
=

0.77−0.77
0.77

×100= 0% (5.8)

Similarly, for the Cadmium Telluride technology these variations are:

∆PCdTe

P
=

P1−P2

P1
=

0.55−0.24
0.55

×100= 56% (5.9)

∆VCdTe

V
=

V1−V2

V1
=

0.69−0.61
0.69

×100= 12% (5.10)

Equations 5.7 and 5.9 indicate that, given same change in irradiance values
(∆IL = 0.5p.u.), the corresponding change in produced power is greater for CdTe
than Si technology (56% versus 49%). Moreover, equations 5.8 and 5.10 show that
the change in maximum power voltage is zero for Si technology and 12% for CdTe
technology.

The situation is clearly shown in figure 5.10 where the P-V characteristics for
the two technologies have been drawn (continuous lines show the P-V characteris-
tics of Si technology while the dotted lines show the P-V characteristics of CdTe
technology). In the plot points A and B, which correspond to Si technology, are
parallel to the power axis while points C and D, which correspond to CdTe tech-
nology, are not.

From the point of view of following the maximum power point, the above dis-
cussion shows that a change in irradiance leads to greater problems when a thin-film
(in this case CdTe) rather than a crystalline technology is used.

The hypothesis assumed for the irradiance change (which has been moved from
1.0 to 0.5p.u.) takes into account real situations when a rapid shading effect on the
photovoltaic field occurs.
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Figure 5.10:Si and CdTe photovoltaic modules P-V characteristics

There is a similar dependance of the maximum power point on temperature.
However, the time constants involved in temperature changes are quite long to cre-
ate problems for MPPT devices.

Finally, it is important to note that the different behavior between crystalline
and thin-film technology is related to their different solar cell fill factors. Crys-
talline solar cells have higher fill factors than thin-film cells. This means that the
maximum power point is closer to the open circuit voltage than for thin-film solar
cells. This is shown in figure 5.11 where the I-V characteristic for a Si and a CdTe
photovoltaic modules have been drawn.

In addition, thin-film solar cells have markedly different fill factors for differ-
ent levels of solar radiation. This means that thin-film solar cells stand to benefit
significantly from accurate maximum power point tracking.

5.6 Power conditioning units investigation

There are several useful tests which can be performed while checking a power
conditioning unit. For these tests consider figure 5.12 where a power analyzer has
been inserted in order to measure DC (Pin) and AC (Pout) powers. The analyzer will
also provide the DC and AC voltages and currents values.
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Figure 5.11:Si and CdTe I-V characteristics

Figure 5.12:Measure system insertion scheme

5.6.1 Static efficiency

As discussed in section 4.1.6, a power conditioning unit is characterized by a maxi-
mum efficiencyηmax. This efficiency is due to the losses in the inverter components
(switches, transformers, etc.). In order to validate the value of the maximum effi-
ciency, the power conditioning unit must be made to work at the load declared in
the inverter data sheet for whichηmax occurs. Hence, with reference to figure 5.12,
the value of maximum efficiency will be:
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ηmax=
Pout

Pin
(5.11)

As discussed in section 4.1.6, for most of the year the power conditioning unit
will not work at a load corresponding toηmax. For this reason, the European effi-
ciencyηeu has been introduced in order to give fuller information about the losses
which can occur in an inverter during a year of operations. This value of efficiency
takes into account different regimes of operations which are related to the latitude
where the photovoltaic plant is installed. One problem is that inverter data sheets
report aηeu value related to higher latitude than the Italian (i.e. German latitude).
The simulator will be useful in order to determine a more significant value of effi-
ciency for Italian and other latitudes.

5.6.2 Dynamic losses

A second test which can be performed on a power conditioning unit regards its
MPPT device behavior. The use of a simulator for which the temperature and the
irradiance can be supplied as time sequences is the only way to test the operation
of an MPPT device. This is because, as discussed in section 4.1.5, the information
about MPPT device is not reported in a power conditioning unit data sheet.

Furthermore, a method involving a simulator has the major advantage of pro-
viding a repeatable test that can be used to ascertain figures for various aspect of
the MPPT’s performance.

In order to perform good tests, it is important to choose hard working conditions
for the inverter such as when it is powered by an I-V characteristic produced by a
virtual photovoltaic field where many modules are working at different climate
conditions (for example due to shading phenomena on the photovoltaic field).

The simulator will be able to simulate the I-V characteristics produced during
a year by a photovoltaic field for which some shading phenomena occurs by using
appropriate climate input files (ref. section 5.4.1).

The capacity of the inverter in following the maximum power point during all
the year will then be expressed by:

ηmppt =
R t

0 Pin(t)dtR t
0 Pmp(t)dt

(5.12)

wherePin is the inverter power input andPmp is the maximum power which
can be produced at that instant by the simulator. PowerPin will be read instant by
instant by the power analyzer shown in figure 5.12, while powerPmp will be known
when the climate data input file is set.
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5.6.3 Voltage range

As reported in table 3.4, a power conditioning unit is characterized by an MPPT
working voltage window: in the case of the Elettronica Santerno TG 21 800V in-
verter, this range is [430-760V]. This means that when the photovoltaic field volt-
age can not reach the minimum value 430V (i.e. because the temperature of the
working photovoltaic modules is too high, ref. section 2.1.3) or when the field
voltage can not be smaller than the maximum value 760V (i.e. because the temper-
ature of the working photovoltaic modules is too low, ref. section 2.1.3), the power
conditioning unit takes out the photovoltaic field and no energy is converted.

The use of the simulator will enable tests on the lower and on the higher limits
of the MPPT window, especially in order to check the power conditioning unit
dynamic response near these critical points.

5.7 The simulator and the plant

In figure 5.13 the insertion of the simulator in the University of Trieste plant elec-
trical circuit is shown. As discussed in section 5.2, a switch selects alternatively
the photovoltaic field (via a DC board) or the simulator as the power input for the
power conditioning unit.

Figure 5.13:Simulator inserted in the University of Trieste plant
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Conclusions

Following an introduction regarding photovoltaic systems, which includes the state
of the art technology and some economic issues (in order to make a comparison
between different photovoltaic systems), some basic concepts on solar cells and a
brief technologies and materials review has been given. The classic model of a solar
cell has been explained and the electrical characteristics of a solar cell have been
mentioned. The technology and materials review has been made considering the
classification proposed by Martin Green. He identifies a first generation of solar
cells including silicon both single and multi crystalline wafers (c-Si), a second
regarding thin-film based solar cells (a-Si, CIS, CdTe, etc.), and finally, a third
which comprises multijunction, multi band, intermediate band, organic solar cells,
etc.

Moving on from the above basic concepts, this work presents a new method to
simulate the behavior of a photovoltaic system. In particular, a practical method
to determine the current voltage and the power voltage characteristics of a photo-
voltaic module, and then of photovoltaic strings and fields, has been demonstrated.
The innovative feature is that the method does not require measurements of elec-
trical module characteristics as only the electrical data provided in a customary
photovoltaic module data sheet are used. This is a great advantage in order to sim-
ulate simply and quickly photovoltaic systems. The method has been applied to the
experimental University of Trieste plant in order to determine its behavior during a
year of operations.

Following the determination of the photovoltaic system behavior, a comparative
economic analysis considering string and centralized solutions for a grid connected
photovoltaic system has been proposed. The result of this comparison has been that,
if particular shading effects are not present in the installation site, the centralized
solution gives a shorter pay back period and therefore better economic productivity.
Moreover, the economic analysis highlights there are a few misunderstandings in
evaluating the Balance Of System since the photovoltaic field maximum power
point is sometimes determinate erroneously.

By introducing an innovative photovoltaic field simulator, a solution to this
problem has been proposed. The simulator will enable us to determine the power
conditioning unit behavior with regard to its performance in following the field
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maximum power point which changes with time in consequence of the particular
climate conditions (of irradiance and temperature). It will also be used to inves-
tigate solar cell behavior under the same conditions. This will mean we have a
more accurate value of the Balance Of System allowing a better analysis of the
photovoltaic system behavior and thus a more effective economic analysis.

Other useful experimental aspects connected to the use of the simulator have
been proposed. Useful tests will enable us to check the declared inverter efficiency,
to determine its efficiency under specified conditions (i.e. the efficiency achieved
when using the power conditioning unit at different latitudes), to check the inverter
DC voltage range, etc.

Finally, the utility of the simulator in designing solar cell materials working in
a real photovoltaic systems has been shown. Particular attention has been given
to thin-film technologies because of the problems which these technologies may
cause in MPPT operations in following the photovoltaic field maximum power
point when shaded conditions along the photovoltaic field occur.

The review of photovoltaic field simulators, drawing on the conclusions of the
proposed simulator might well be considered innovative because of its high nom-
inal power (the power converter is rated 20kW), the possibility to connect with
an inverter and finally, because of its control system which is implemented in a
commercial CPU enabling us to change the simulation parameters (for example
irradiance values investing the simulated photovoltaic field) in real time.

Moreover, the use of the photovoltaic field simulator will be useful in order to
validate several issues discussed in sections three and four.
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The University of Trieste plant
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Figure A.1:The University of Trieste plant
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Photovoltaic module data sheets
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